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Hale hoping for structure to be completed by winter

Could an access bridge soon be built?

15
Adam Lanning

By LA L RIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
Construction on the access
bridge between Central Center
and Chestnut • Hills shopping
centers could begin in the very
near future. According to David
Hale, district manager for CBL
and Associates, a major shopping center development firm in
Chatanooga, Tenn., he would
like to see it completed before
winter.
Hale, whose firm is in charge
of the Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center, has been handling all of
the necessary legal work.
While he could not pinpoint a
date "I am deeply committed to
this project." Hale said.
The major delay has ap-

parently beeV getting the
ovine& of the two centers to
agree. Hale said that this was
caused by incomplete information being given to them, but
when they received more complete information, they were
very cooperative.
Another time consuming task
was getting the necessary
signatures. The chain stores in
both shopping centers have to go
through their national offices
which takes quite a bit of time
according to Hale. While he has
not received their signatures as
of yet. Hale said that they were
very cooperative over the
telephone.
Hale said there was no trouble

with the locally owned stores.
"They all want the bridge as
much as everyone there and as
much as I do."
Another short delay Was caused by trying to find the exact
location for the bridge. According to the plans drawn, at one
time is was going to be put in the
highway, then it was too close to
the buildings, Hale said. Finally, Hale came to Murray and
with Bill Adams, of Adams Construction Company, measured
and put it exactly where they
wanted it. Hale commented that
it is hard to conduct legal work
from 500 miles away.
Hale cloes not foresee any eminent problems with the project.

He said that he thinks he has
"covered all the bases" in
trouble-shooting, but that one
never knows. He hopes to have it
completed before bad weather
sets in.
"We're going to give it our
best," he added.
Hale said the bridge will
create good will within the city e
and that with construction to
begin soon on C.S. 641 the bridge
will become absolutely
necessary, he adde,4. ,
While Hale- said that he ,can
not promise When the bridge will
be constructed, he said he would
work "until I can drive my car
across that bridge" to get It,
built.

Murray's Adam Lamming III
becomes two-time Iromnan
KAILUA-KONA, Haw' aii — Adam Lanning III, 55-year-old
Murray State associate professor of sociology, became a twotime Ironman by completing the grueling course in 15 hours, 44
minutes.
The Ironman Triathlon World Championships encompass a
three-sport competition which begins with a 2.4 mile swim in the
Pacific Ocean, a 112-mile bike ride and a 26-mile marathon — all
on the same day.
According to Lanning's daughter, Bayberry, who spoke with
her father on Sunday, Laming was sick prior to the start of the
endurance race, but he competed and finished anyway.
Scott Tinley of San Diego, who finished as the runner-up to
Dave Scott the past three years, won the Ironman with a new
record for the event. Tinley's composite time of eight hours, 50
minutes and 54 seconds broke the mark Scott set last year.
Joanne Ernst of Palo Alto, Calif., was first among the women in
10:25:22.

Elsewhere...
II, the Atthielated Preth

KANSAS CITY, 1.1o. — The rat-a-tat-tat of firecrackers and the
blaring of car horr*echoed into the morning today as Kansas City Royals'fans reveled in their first World Series title in 29 years
of major league baSeball with a remarkable come-from-behind
performance.
WASHINGTON — John A. Walker, accused of masterminding
a family spy ring, agreed to plead guilty today and risk a life
prison sentence in order to obtain a shorter sentence for his son,
Michael, sources say.
BELLE CHASSE. La. — U.S. immigration officials are trying
to resolve the case of a Soviet sailor who jumped ship twice and
pleaded to pleaded to stay in this country but was returned to the
vessel anchored in the Mississippi River.
PARIS — French police are searchng for at least five armed
bandits who stole nine Impressionist painting worth an estimated
$12.5 million from Paris' Marmottan Museum,including a Monet
masterpiece considered priceless because of its historical value.
NEW ORLEANS — Hurricane Juan, with winds up to 85 mph,
moved north through the Gulf of Mexico, swamping boats and oil
rigs and stranding some 1,400 people in one Louisiana town.
BONN, West Germany — West German officials looking forward to next month's superpower summit say a positive meeting
between the U.S. and Soviet leaders could boost their own country's relations with Communist East Germany.
DETROIT — Chrysler Corp. workers returned to their jobs today after a 12-day strike that ended with ratification of a contract
described by a United Auto Workers official as "the best contract
we've negotiated in 25 or 30 years."
WASHINGTON
For the first time in their lengthy ordeal,
relatives of several Americans held hostage in Lebanon have
been invited to meet with President Reagan at the White House.
WASHINGTON — Congress will grapple with farm policy and
money issues this week, including a plan to force the swollen
fedetal budget into balance by 1991.
PORTLAND. Ore. — Indian guru Bhagwan Shree Ftajneesh
and a band of followers have been arrested in Charlotte, N.C.,
trying to flee the United States, said Carl Houseman, regional
director of the Immigration and Naturalization Service here.
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Cloudy tonight with a 50
percent chance of raik lows
in the lower 50s and east
winds, 5 to 15 mph. Continued
cloudy and breezy Tuekday
with a 50 percent chance of
rain.
Extended Forecast
The extbnded forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
for a chanee of rain on
Wednesday then becoming
mostly fair.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.1
Barkley Lake
355.0
•

One official is hoping an access bridge connecting the Central
Shopping Center with the Chestnut Hills Shopping Center can be

completed by winter. David Hale of CBL and Associates says he's
"deeply committed to this project."
Ftle thithe to Greg Trawl!.

City gearing up for holiday season...
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
New Christmas decorations
for the holiday season have been
recently purchased by most
Murray retail merchants, institutions and businesses. These
decorations will be hung around
town for the start of the
Christmas season Saturday,
Dec. 7 in conjunction with the
annual Rotary Club Christmas
Parade and Breakfast, Murray
State University's Hanging of
the Green and the Beta Sigma
Phi Christmas Village.
Bob Wynn, who headed the
$17,000 fund-raising effort, says
that these participating merchants and businesses not only

contribute to the buying of the
new decorations but also to the
costs of their placement, storage
and .electricity. Wynn encourages other businesses and
institutions who are interested
in becoming involved in this
community effort to contact him
at 753-2975 before November 26

Murray and to establish a community feeling at Christmas

time.
(Cont'd on page?)

The project resulted from a
meeting of the Chamber of Corn
merce Community Improvement Volunteers members Joe
Rigsby, Sue Parsons and Bob
Wynn, and Chamber of Commerce retail representative
Judy Mastera. The decorations
are only one part of the total project -Murray Christmas" which
Is designed to generate trade in

Joe Rigsby's logo to wish residents a "Murray Christmas."

...ADS Club to sell Christmas cards
The Murray State University register tops, on wrapped gifts
ADS'Club has been given per- and shopping bags..Only Mur:
mission from the local Comray citizens an use this unique
munity Improvement
card to send,greetings to their
Volunteers organization to -sell
out-of-town friends, a
.
'Christmas cards festring the
spokesman said
"Murray Christmas" design beThe cards come In packages cit
ing used .for the 1965 holiday
festival. The design will also ap- 20 and there is a quantity dispear in shop windows, on lapel count. Cards will be avaitable at
buttons, on sweat shirts, on both Peoples Bank and Bank of
table-tent cards, on cash Murray, downtown and univer-. •

sity branches on Mondays and
Fridays.''They will also be
available periodically at .the
M$U Curris Center.
The CommunttY TrriprovPment
Volunteers and local gusinesses
are looking forward to participatton-by-s1L-Murra.y.c4tisen3 to in-sure everyone a merry. Murray
Christmas, the spokesman
added.
The ADS Club.is sponsored by

4

the American Advectis.ing
Federation, a national a\ssciFiation of advertising professionals. Tine -ilittrtray StatE chapter: will use the proceeds
from the sale, of the cards to
send an advertising campaign
pres-entation team to compete
with _similar groups from colleges in Ohio. West Virginia and
Kentucky.
-

,
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The Murray State News awarded
Medalist Certificate for 1984-85
The Murray State News, the
campus newspaper at Murray
State University, has been
awarded the Medalist Certificate for 1984-85 by the Columbia Scholastic Press Association (CSPA ) at Columbia
University in New York.
Medalist awards, the highest
in CSPA competition, are
selected from among
newspapers in the college and
university division which earn a
First Place Certificate. No more
that 10 percent are chosen for
Medalist recognition
Issues of The Murray State
News compiled 930 points out of
a possible 1,000 in the judging.
Categories were content — coverage,
writing—editing,
design—display and creativity.
An All—Columbian Award

was also presented to The. Murray State News for special merit
in the design—display category.
The newspaper earned 285 of a
possible 300 points, including a
perfect 45 of 45 for advertising,
in the category.
Point scores in other
categories were 209 of 225 for
content-coverage, 391 of 425 for
writing—editing and 45 of 50 for
creativity.
Editors during the period in
which the newspapers
were
judged were Dan Dipiazzo of
Godfrey, Ill., and Lonnie Harp of
Mayfield. Harp is currently the
editor. The advisers were Bill

Barneman and Dr. Robert H.
McGaughey.
In the scorebook used in the
62nd annual competition, a
judge described the overall
design as "excellent, the best
I've seen this year" and commended the use of graphs and
charts. "Your special sections on
themes such as Florida, car
care, etc., were excellent — —
both as an editorial product and
an advertising medium."
The medalist rating is the first
since 1981-82. The newspaper
has earned several All—Columbian Awards in recent years.

At right, examining the scorebook used by judges to award the
newspaper the Medalist Certificate are (from left) BM
Bartleman, adviser, Lonnie Harp of Mayfield, one of the editors
In 1984-85, and Dr. Robert H. McGaughey, adviser. Issues of The
Murray State News compiled 930 of 1,000 points in the competition among college and university newspapers.
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Forty-six graduate from seminar
by state Chamber of Commerce

The Calloway County Speech Team

Calloway County Speech Team still victorious
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team added yet
another victory to its season
record in its quest for another
undefeated and championship
season at the Cb.ptial City Invitational Tournament this past
weekend in Frankfort, Ky. The
tournament was sponsored by
Franklin County High School in
connection with the 75th anniversary of the dedication of
the State Capitol. This impressive win at the Laker teams'
first Kentucky tournament this
season proved that the Calloway
team possessed an unbeatable
team spirit and championship
style. The Laker Speech Team
placed first in sweepstakes

honors with 242 points, with archrival Harrison County placing
second with 200 points.
Members of the Calloway
team receiving individual
awards were:
Poetry — Suzanne Coleman
placed third;
Storytelling — Patrick Orr
placed first;
Dramatic Interpretation
Debbie Mott placed third;
Humorous Interpretation
Natalie McDougal alid Jason
Woods placed first and second
respectively;
Original Oratory — Kelli
Burkeen and Jeanne Carroll
placed first and second
respectively;

Extemporaneous Speaking —
Timmy Black placed first.
Fifteen entries qualified out of
the 27 entered for the final round
of competition. Those qualifiy,ing but did not receive individual awards were: Jody A.
Lassiter, Gina Harris, Vena
Crum, Tonia Erkman, Vicky
Grady, and Scottie Rice.
The Laker Speech Team will
be traveling to Harrison County
Ky. on the weekend of
November 1-2 for another full
day of competition in the Ha,rrison County Invitational Tournament. Director of Forensics of
the Calloway County Speech
Team is Larry A. England.

When pm need a loan,
we've got the answer...

The Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce launched Class No. 1
this past weekend as 46 business
and community leaders from
across the Commonwealth completed the first Leadership Kentucky seminar with a graduation
ceremony Friday night.
Featured speakers were Lt.
Gov. Steve Beshear and former
Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt Sr.,
founder of the organization.
Loretta Jobs, Murray; Wally
Lage, Paducah; and David
Gower, Madisonville; were
selected as class participants
representing West Kentucky for
the 7 month leadership
program.
An outgrowth of the local
leadership groups, the program
is designed to educate community leaders about state issues and
provide them with a network of
allies with which to work.
"They came with a lot of
preconceived notions about each
other and about different parts
of the state, but they're leaving
with a totally new understanding. Many of their minds have
been completely chahged. They
began as strangers, they left as
friends, said Julie Halms, coordinator of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce. We just
wanted to make sure they knew
all the sides to every issue. We
wanted them to get all the facts.
And we want to keep them informed and get them involved in
statewide efforts. They could
have a positive impact on the
state "
The two and half day monthly
seminars were held in
Prestonsburg, Lexington,
Cumberland FAlls, Louisville,
Northern Kentucky, Frankfort,
and Kentucky Dam Village. . .
with topics being economic
development; health and human
services; education; crime,
justice, and corrections;

City...
(Cont'd from page I)
Those merchants, businesses
and institutions which have
already purchased Christmas
decorations are:
Bank of Murray; Bold Liquidators ; Brights; CornAustin; Buckingham Ray;
Crass Furniture; Courtney Optical: Furches
Jewelry;
Holland Drug; Littletons; Lermans; Lindsey Jewelry.
Mademoiselle Shop: Murray

government.
Applications for the 1986 class
will be available November 1.
The deadline for applying is Jan.
31, 1986. Applications may be obtained by writing Leadership
Kentucky, P.O. Box 1172,
Frankfort, KY. 40602, or contacting locally Loretta Jobs. The
forty class members across the
Commonwealth will be announced February 15, 1986.
"I strongly urge west Kentuckians to apply for Leadership

Kentucky so we can be well
represented and feel we are
united in the Commonwealth.
The experience this year has
been very positive in Leadership
Kentucky in which I learned that
all regions have similiar objectives and opportunities. We have
been provided a network for getting things done. The more participants we have in west Kentucky, the more effective we can
be," said Loretta Jobs, charter
class participant.

Loretta Jobs of Murray is presented a diploma on behalf of the
charter class of Leadership Kentucky by Lt. Governor Wilson
Wyatt Sr. Jobs is a graduate of the Leadership Kentucky class.

Appliance; Murray Supply Co.;
Murray Tailor Shop; Parkers
Super Market; Pagliai's;
Peoples Bank; Purdom, Thurman & McNutt; Purdoms, Inc.;
Settle Workman; Thorobred
Computers; Thurman Furniture; Twin Lakes Office Supplies; Uptown Coffee Shop.
Wild Raspberry; Winchester
Printing; Chamber of Commerce; Rotary Club; Briggs &
Stratton; Ken Lake Foods; BelAir Shopping Center (Murray
Insurance Agency); Murray
State University; Beauty Box;

Buckingham Ray — Dixieland; Chumbler's Tropical
Fish; Framer's Gallery.
The Green Door; George
Hodge; Headlines; Shop 8z Save
Factory Outlet; Peggy's Place;
Showtime; Spoke & Pedal;
§unset Blvd. Music; Town &
Country Shop; Uniforms of Murray; Footprints; Lad & Lassie;
The Place; The Shoe Tree.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital; Storey's Food Giant;
Wallis Drug; Ward-Elkins; and
The Treasure House.

No question about it. At Lincoln Federal
well go out of our way to make money available
for you.
Money for new cars, family vacations, home
improvements, medical bills, or a college
education.
Look to Lincoln Federal. When you need a
loan, we've got the answer.
YES.
'qualified applicants (ink.

LINC
OLN
FEDERAL- SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray 759-4234
4 hor

1300 Johnson Blvd.
tr Kontix ky T
Frfp! 8IX

Careful inspection
Rita(anion and Margaret White, both of Murray, take a cloise look at a quilt dispia‘ed by Daisy Drown,
pictured at right. from Sikeston Mo. The quilts were part of the crafts for sale at the Halloween
0.atival The event was sponsored by the Jonathan Aurora Action Committee In Aurora Saturday.
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PERSPECTIVE
We are all living beyond our
means. It can't go on.
The federal government is
leading the way and showing
Ili how, with record budget
deficits and a record national
debt. And the most popular
American president in .a generation is assuring us that all
is- well, even though the U.S.
government is spending far
more than it takes in and borrowing money to make up the
difference. Now the national
debt is coming up on $2 trillion.
The American people are
spending and going into debt,
too. The latest figures show
that consumer debt has hit an
all-time high of 19 percent oi
disposable income, topping
the old mark of 17.8 percent in
1978. In September, consumer

business mirror

The end of this spending
spree is coming. We only hope
it comes soon and is not too
painful.

Strange thinking on debts

•

corporations?
Don't banks simply roll over
loans that can't be paid, extending the terms into infinity so
they can keep them on the books
as assets, since assets are needed to make additional loans?
Dbn't the nation's esteemed
political leaders choose spending and debt over abstinence
and balance — if not with their
words then most certainly with
their actions?
You might think that
economists, who seem to worry
about everything else, would
scorn such activity. An unknown
percentage do, but many seem
to think we can live with it. Some
even express their confidence in
muddling through.
Five years ago economists
warned that the day of reckoning would come. One economic
letter writer, frustrated after
five years of saying it — and
wanting to get on with things,
simply declared that the day
had come and gone.
Wasn't big debt supposed to
have caused inflation? Then
where is it?
Wasn't uncontrolled federal
spending supposed to crowd the
private sector from the credit
pool and bring on a great recess ion ? Well, where's the
recession?
Wasn't Third World borrowing
supposed to break the banks?
Well if that's so, why are they
reporting such good earnings?
And so the fear gets buried
deeper, and confidence grows
that the reckoning day is far, far
away.
But when the issue is lifted
back to the surface of the mind,
does anyone really believe it? Or
are they just hoping?

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

believe that Mother Wanda or
Father Bobby Joe can drive
away their misery, cure their
aches and pains, make them
lucky in love, and persuade their
cats to use the litter box.
And they; are so trusting that
they eagerly march down to the
S & L and draw out some of their
savings to send to a stranger.
Take-Sadie, a real person who
lives on the North Side of
Chicago.
Although Sadie is 70, widowed,
and a bit addled, she still hopes
to find romance. And she has a
specific man targeted. She
wants to marry her doctor.
However, the doe doesn't
seem to share Sadie's amorous
feelings. It's not even certain
that he's aware of them.
So, a few years ago, Sadie
decided that if she was ever to

drag the doctor to the altar, she
would need a miracle.
And what better place to look
for a miracle than in one of the
supermarket publications?
"I read about this minister in
one of those magazines," said
Sadie. "I don't remember which
one, but it wrote about some of
the miracles he had
performed."
"Well, it said that he once
grew real teeth from dentures in
a man's mouth."
A useful skill.
"Yes. So I called him and told
him that I wanted to get married. He said that he was good at
that kind of thing and if I really
wanted it and believed in it, he
could do it. He would pray and it
would happen.
"But he said that I'd have to
send him some money. I ksked
him how much. He said I should
send him as much as I could. He
said the money didn't matter to
me because I'd be marrying a.
rich man and I wouldn't need
my own money anyway.
"He said I couldn't get married unless I did it that way. So I
jotted down his address and
started sending him the money
in small bits. About $25 or $50.
Sometimes $100."
How much did these small bits
amount to?
"I'm not qiirp I think it was

lustrated this second approach.
When asked how he could accept the possibility of extraterrestrial intelligence (not in the
Bible, after all), he replied:
It is precisely because I
believe theologically that
there is a being called God,
and that He is infinite in intelligence, freedom, and
power, that I cannot take it
upon myself to limit what he
might have done.
general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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about $8,000. All I know is that I
don't have much left and I'm
still not married. So, what I'd
like to do is get my money back.
I don't think it's fair. He said
he'd get the doctor to marry me
and he didn't."
You have canceled checks?
"I had them. But I don't have
a big place, and when they
started piling up I threw them
away. I didn't think I'd ever
need them. Of course, there's
still time for me to get married.
I called him (the mail-order
preacher) a few weeks ago, and
he said he was still praying."
His knees must be calloused
by now.
"But I don't have much faith
left in him. If he didn't get me
married by now. I don't think he
ever will, do you?"
I would have my doubts.
"Can anybody get me my
money back? Maybe I could try
somebody else."
Without canceled checks as
evidence, it's doubtful. But we
will try.
So I called the preacher at his
office or church or pawn shop or
wherever it is that he takes his
calls in Florida.
"Yes, I have spoken to her,"
he said, in an oily voice. "But I
never called her. She called
me."
She says you clipped her for

about eight grand, promising
that you would get her hitched to
the old geezer of her dreams.
"I never told her to send
money. I told her we accept
donations. And it wasn't
anything like $8,000. That
ridiculous. I'm sure it was no
more than $700 or $800."
She says she wants it back.
"Oh, I can't do that. It's
already gone. I travel a grep&
deal in my work to preach from
various pulpits, and the donations are used to cover my travel
expenses."
Well, what about her marital
goals? Is anything cooking on
your end?
"I never promised that my
prayers would bring her marriage. That would be encroaching on the man's
prerogatives."

ci

You have a code of ethics.
"Ours is a reputable ministry.
And believe me, that woman is
speaking with a forked tongue.
She is engaging in a smear campaign. Goodbye."
So it looks like Sadie is out of
luck. And it's a shame. For
$8,000, if that's what she really
sent, she ought to get a new
husband.
And at those prices, the
preacher should have made sure
the guy had his own teeth.

looking back
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TOUCHES...

Ten years ago
Murray Kiwanis Club will
sponsor a bicycle safety inspection and road-e-o on Nov. 1 at
parking lot of Murray High
School, according to Harold E.
Eversmeyer, chairman of youth
services committee.
Sid Jobs of Murray directed a
group of square dancers for
morning entertainment at
meeting of Purchase Area
Homemakers meeting held Oct.
23 at Murray State University.
Mrs. Adron Doran of Morehead
spoke about "Personal Development Through Volunteerism."
Maude Nance presided at
meeting of Kentucky Division of
United Daughters of the ConV
federacy held at Kentucky Dam
11
4
.2
4
Village State Park. Also atten—4,
ding from the local J.N.
Williams Chapter were Mrs.
re0Ris
John J. Livesay, state
secretary-treasurer, Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. Melvin
Cayce, Dr, Mildred Hatcher,
Mrs. J.A. Outland Mrs. Sidney
S. McKinney.
World Community Day, sponsored by Church Women United,
will be on Nov. 7 at First Baptist
Church, according to Kathryn
Glover, president, and Nell
Eaton, vice president.
Twenty years ago
Felix C. Perrin has been
transferred to local office of U.S.
Soil Conservation Service to
replace Robert Brown who has
been transferred to Mayfield
WASHINGTON (AP — Big
take another look at the amendarea office.
plans are under way to celebrate
ment that barred presidents
Vonda Gibson, third grade
the 200th birthday of the Confrom serving more than two
teacher at Murray College High
stitution, and some of the
terms.
School, will be one of three
celebrators want to enliven the
A bipartisan group called the
featured speakers at Kentucky
party with a debate over
Committee on the Constitutional
Council of Teachers of English
whether the document needs
System is sponsoring a sweeping
at University of Kentucky, Lexexamination of how the federal
some major changes.
ington, on Oct. 30.
system is working or not workCan it be that the Constitution
Recent births reported at
ing and looking at whether conis showing its age'? Is a little
Murray Hospital include a boy
modernization necessary to put stitutional amendments are
to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Jones.
necessary.
this late 18th-century document
Installed as officers of WMU
in tune with the problems of the
"We want to find out if it is
of First Baptist Church were
possible to improve the decisionlate 20th century?
Mrs. E.C. Jones, Mrs. Howard
Or is the debate really a quesmaking process and the accounGiles, Mrs. Charles Mercer,
tability of public officials," said
tion of people wanting to change
Mrs. Graves Hendon, Mrs, R.W.
committee co-chairman Lloyd
the Constitution because they
Churchill, Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger
don't like the way it's being in- Cutler. a Washington attorney
and Mrs. Vester Orr.
who was White House counsel
terpreted and are unhappy with
Thirty years ago
the way government is during the Carter
The Murray Lions Club has
functioning'?
administration.
voted to donate $650 to the
President Reagan says he
Douglas Dillon. a. former
renovation project of Murray
marvels at "the genius of our Treasury secretary who is
Hospital.
founders" and cites the fact that another cochairman of the comCapt. George Kimball is cubm ittee , has talked about
the Constitution is "the oldest
master of Cub Pack 45 which
still-governing document in the "whether we can continue to afwill meet tonight at A.B. Austin
ford the luxury of the separation
world."
School on South Ninth Street.
That's the kind of patriotic of power in Washington:"
A tobacco stripping and
rhetoric Americans will hear
Cutler and Dillon are not
grading demonstration will be at
between now and Sept. 17, 1987. anyone's idea of wild-eyed
new warehouse of Western Dark
the 200th anniversary of when radicals, but that's pretty strong
Fired Tobacco Growers
the Constitution was signed and stuff that bucks a national tradiAssociation on Second and Elm
submitted to the 13 states for tion of viewing the Constitution
Streets, according to County
ratification
as a document to be revered and.
Agent S.V. Foy.
But the president also is rarely Changed.
Thirty members of Fourth
among those who tall( about the
Historian Arthur Schlesinger
Grade o4f ,ML.isrity Training ,414q1 Aststuiagy the constUtiqq_.0. takes
Tchooi 'save - organized into an
— for exampie. to require a Dillon.
•
orchestra arid preSented their
balanced federal budget
"I believe that in the main our
flan of work to their parents on
.Reagan also has • endorsed ConstituRon has worked pretty
Oct.- .13..--Mra.. Nance,!Willson at
amendments- 16 legalise achoOl
h.wrote-In an article LW •
class teacher.
prayer and to overturn a ed. "Leave the Constitution
Woodmen Circle of West KenSupreme Court decision that Alone.
tucky held its fall convention on
The historian asked if today's
legalized abortions. In addition.
Oct. 27 at Kenlake State Park.
he has said he thinks it is time to problems — with the exception

washington today

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
It could be argued that there
are two kinds of religious people,
those who limit God by making
him in their image — or in the image of their narrow ideologies
and world views, and those who
believe that the powers of God
are truly greater than we can
Imagine.
Recently Father Theodore
Hesburgh, President of the.
University of Notre Dame, 11-

by mike royko

Sadly, Barnum was so right...

spending climbed 1.2 percent.
four times as fast as personal
income. And consumers-saved
only 1.9 percent of their income for a rainy day — the
lowest figure since the government began keeping
There's no reason why any
reasonably intelligent, modestly
monthly savings data in 195).
Not ,to worry. Our educated person in this country
can't be earning a handsome livspendthrift ways won't last. ing. Not
as long as there are peoNeither the government nor ple like Sadie out there, just
the'consumer can keep it up. waiting to give you money.
I don't know how many Sadies
One day our checkbook won't
'balance and there won't be I've talked to over the years.
Dozens. Probably hundreds.
anyone interested in giving us I've
lost 9unt.
any more credit unless we are
They'watch the TV preachers
willing to take a realistic look . or read the ads in the goofy
at our finances and to act ac- _newspapeTs and magazines sold
in the suprmarkets, and they
cordingly. ,

by john cunniff

NEW YORK (AP) — Debt
. isn't what it used to be. Ask Uncle Sam, or any less developed
nation, or the chairman of a
large corporation, or an
economist, ,or your next door
neighbor.
Today, a family works to keep
the mortgage not pay it Off as in
the old days, the better to reduce
Income taxes, on which jnterest
charges are a deduction. And
the mortgage may be for _30
years, which is sometimes
beyond the life expectancy of the
borrower.
While such a situation might
have shaken the old-fashioned
borrower, and lender, too, it
does nothing of the sort to those
on either side of a mortgage
transaction today. In fact, the
equity loan gets more popular
by the day.
In the old days, an equity loan
was called a second mortgage,
and the homeowner who relied
on it was either pitied for his inability to support his family or
viewed as a moral derelict who
risked his family's security.
Today he is praised as a good
provider.
So what if the house will never
be paid off! Most people keep a
mortgage for only seven to 11
years or thereabouts, and then
they trade in the old place for a
more expensive and expansive
abode, and a new mortgage as
well.
There is nothing about this
that makes the consumer an exception. Instead, consumers are
right in step with the times, as a
little investigation assures us.
Don't corporations without the
cash to keep their retirement
programs financed go to the
bank for billions to buy other

Mihrrray Ledger & Times

royko says

Our spending spree:
The end is near

PA(.IP. 3

by donald m. rothberg

Talks of Constitutional change cause stir
of Uic utitdt 01 nuclear weapons

— are any more serious than
slavery, the Civil War, and the
Depression.
"Let us take care to avoid the
fallacy of self-pity that leads
every generation to suppose that
it is peculiarly persecuted by
history," he wrote.
The Schlesinger view is the
more likely to prevail in a country in which constitutional
change comes hard.
But a healthy, well-publicized
debate on how the Constitution is
working might be the best way
of marking its anniversary.
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MURRAY TODAY
CINE 1&2'
Before Loretta Lynn
There Wes Patsy CI ne
Sweet Dreams(Ni- 13)
*Awake Lenge

CHERI 3
understanding

GOD
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4
16/
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COC*4
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It's Chillin

t Vt RY MONTH WHEN/MER 'HE WON
.AAS FULL IT CAM. MLR

•A systematic Bible Study
COWS!

-34

Now Amitosis
eCiliestbssiters •
•Th. eiveltiest Club
ton.-St. II am•Iii pm
Sun. I ,pen40 pm

editor

Eleanor Roosevelt
married Franklin D.
Roosevelt in New York
in 1905.

GeNtrel Gentler 783-331

1:15, LIS

Jo Burkeen

*A unique system of study for
the non-churchgoer, who
wants to know more about
the Bible
•A course of study that will
enable you to communicate
what you believe
•A Bible class that will help
you understand God, the
universe, life, death and so
much more —

Tuesdays 7 p.m.
Murray Holiday Inn
Banquet Room

Bethesda

Ladies day golf will be
played Wednesday. Oct.
30, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club. Barbara Stacey
will be hostess.
Persons not listed but
desiring to play or those
unable to play are asked
to call Mrs. Stacey.
The lineup is as
follows:
' Tee 1A — Jerlene
Sullivan, Mary Bogard,
Betty Jo Purdom and
Frances Hulse;
Tee 1 B — Judy
Latimer, Veneta Sexton,
Betty Lowry suid Inus
Orr;

Tee 2 — Diane
Villanova, Toni Hopson,
Margaret Shuffett and
Cathryn Garrott;
Tee 3 — Louise Lamb,
Ethelene McCallon,
Freda Steely and Nancy
Fandrich;
Tee 4 — Anna Mary
Adams, Exie Hill, Betty
Scott and Lula
Bingham;
Tee 5 — Edith Garrison, Martha Sue Ryan,

Barbara Stecey and
Mary Frances Bell;
Tee 6 — Billie Cohoon,
Nancy -Haverstock,
Jane Fitch and Norma
Frank;
Tee 7A — Rowena
Cullom, Peggy
Shoemaker, Patty
Claypool and Chris
Graham;
Tee 7B — Mary Bell
Overbey, LaVerne
Ryan, Rebecca Irvan
and Euldene Robinson;
Tee 8A — Faira Alexander, Evelyn Jones,
Betty Stewart and
Madelyn Lamb;
Tee 8B — Frances
Richey, Carol Edwards,
Sadie West and Beckie
Wilson;
Tee 9 — Rainey Apperson, Virginia
Schwettman, Eliabeth
Slusmeyer and Mary
Bazzell.
Golf play on Wednesday, Oct. 23, was
cancelled because of
rain, according to Anna
Mary Adams, golf
hostess for that day.

Mr. and Mrs. Follls
Roberts of 623 florth
Fourth St., Murray, will
celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Nov. 3.
A celebration in their
honor will be held from 2
to 4 p.m. in Community
Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank. All
friends and relatives
are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts;
were married Nov. 1,
1935, in Vienna, Ill.
Charles W. Ablett
officiated.
Their attendants were
Geneva Whitlow Pace,
Jo Roberts and 'Joe
Walker.
Mrs. Roberts, the
former Heloise Farley,
is the daughter of the
late K.C. Farley and
Mary Spann Farley. She
is a retired activities
director of Long Term
Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Roberts is the son
of the late N.C. Roberts
and Bernice Grogan
Roberts. He is a retired
deputy of the office of
Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.
They have one
daughter, Miss Jo Anne
Roberts of Murray, and
three sons, Hugh
Roberts of Calvert riry,
Lt. Col. Dan Roberts of
Heidelburg. Germany,
and Carl Roberts of
Long Beach, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts
have erght grand4
children and one greatgrandchild.

Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Roberts
married for 50 years

DATEBOOK
Parrish decorated
Air Force Col. James E. Parrish, son of Ernest
and B. Parrish of 503 Greenhill Dr., Benton, has
been decorated with the fifth award of the
Meritorious Service Medal at Bergstrom Air
Force Base, Texas. The medal is awarded
specifically for outstanding non-combat
meritorious achievement of service to the United
States. Parrish is director of supply with the 12th
Air Force. He received a master's degree in 1973
from the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
His wife, Joyce. is the daughter of Georgia
Landers of Rt. 2, Pauls Valley, Okla.

Cable TV's best combination.
HBO' and Cinemax.' The only
two cable TV channels made
for each other. Made to bring
you the best in movies, specials
and original programs this Fall.

Emily Dunn in show
Emily Michaux Dunn, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Dunn of Hazel, has been chosen for a
role in "Little Women," homecoming production

at Freed-Hardemsm College, Henderson, Tenn.
A freshman majoring in physical science, Miss
Dunn will play the role of Jo in this classic
Americana play based on Louisa May Alcott's
Little Women. The play will be presented on
stage in Milan-Silica Auditorium on Nov. 4 at 7:45
p.m., On Nov. 5 and 7 at 7:30 p.m. and on Nov.9 at
3 and 7:30 p.m. Miss Dunn is a graduate of
Calloway County High School.

Special class planned
Paducah Life Underwriters Association will
sponsor a special class for life and health starting Monday, Nov. 4, at West Kentucky Vote:
tional School, Paducah. The course will be from 8
a.m. to 1 p.m. for eight days. Registration fee is
$100 plus cost of study material. The program
has been approved by the State Insurance
Department and will meet the 40-hour requirement needed for certification to take the Kentucky Life and Health Examination. For more
Information call Malcolm D. Jones at 1-443-2069
or 1-443-5358.

• Brock at Bryn Mawr
"Aes.g.W.
cserrirws

Over 160 features a month. Dozens and
dozens of shows to choose from. Sizzling
music events, Hollywood blockbusters,
side-splitting laughs, super sports.

Variety cd no-car44 each of 3 holiday menages
Natal resuireons require use of envelopea

12 Bonus Portrait
Greeting Cards

Exclusives & originals. See original
films you won't see anywhere
else on national pay-cable TV, like
NO SMALL AFFAIR. Plus big
exclusives like SONGWRITER

With the Purchase of Your 20 Portrait Package

Double the entertainment value.Two great
channels. Both HBO and Cinemax.
Twice the choice, twice the entertainment.
Alwasomething different
(
lports, romance, drama,
adventure. HBO and Cinemax
near show the same thing at the
same time, so there's always
something different to turn to
Etc.,etc.,etc.See what you want
to see, uncut, uninterrupted by
commercials. 24 hours a day. And
it all k easy to get. Just call your
local cable operator and ask for
the HBO/Cinemax Combo.

Sian up for the Combo and receive 112 price
installation anci z.- F-741/22--FM Clock Radice--

CAIBLE
V1511111N

753-5006

2-8x 10s
3-5x7s
15 wallets
Plus 12 Portrait Greeting Cards
Chicken dill sags, eduks and groups.

STILL ONLY
1295

Spread good cheer. Send family and friends smiles with your holiday
greetings this year. But hurry! Chrismus•pist around the corner.
95.&mit per advertierd packege $i.(umriiice for each saloon&
wibyect is wane poetrait. Not valid with any other offer. One bonus card
set per sd*wwW pedlar. Advertieed package and card pawsour selection
One advertised Maar per sulaect, or group posed together.

Rebekah Brock, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
James Donald Brock of Murray,is a freshman at
Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa. She is a
graduate of Murray High School. The college's
class of 1989 includes 285 students who come
from 40 states and 21 foreign countries. The campus, located 11 miles west of Philadelpha,
enriches its curriculum with cooperative programs with Haverford and Swarthmore Colleges
and the University of Pennsylvania. Bryn Mawr
College was founded in 1885.

The Rev. and Mrs. Mike Bragdon of Elgin, Ill.,
are the parents of a son, Nathan Williams,
weighing eight pounds 13 ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Sunday, Oct. 13, at 8:54 p.m. at
St. Joseph Hospital, Elgin. The mother is the
former Teresa Wilson. The parents are Baptist
missionaries to Japan and now are in the. states
for a one-yesfr furlough. They have one son, Luke
Austin, 1. Grandparents are the Rev. and Mrs.
Terry Wilson of Elgin, Ill., and Mr. and Mrs.
William Bragdon, Lake Station, Ind. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Cyrel Wilson and
Mrs. Naomi Orr, all of Hazel, and Thomas Perryman of Providence. A great-greatgrandmother is Mrs. Mae Mills of Hazel.
(Cont'd on page 5)

Merry Christmas
from Spode

Tuesday, Oct. 29
thru Saturday, Nov. 2

20%
Spode Christmas \.
Tree Pattern
Through Month of October
—Layaway Now For Christmas—
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Coming events listed
Monday,Oct. 28
State University. For information call 762-2716.
—— — —
Lecture-recital by
Barbara Dalheim,
soprano, and Eric
Dalhelm, pianist, will
start at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Building, Murray State
University. Admission
free to students but $3
donation for others.
— ———
Tuesday, Oct. 29
Bazaar Workshop will

DATEBOOK
Tuesday, Oct. 2.9
be at 7 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
— ———
Murray Elementary
School PTO will meet at
7 p.m. in all-purpose
room of Robertson
Center.
————
All proceeds of coffee
sales today at Lubie and
Reba's will be given for
WATCH. Program.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m
(Cont'd on page 6)

(("ont'd from page 4)

Pageant at Princeton

WMU Council to meet

The Ninth Annual "Mr. and Miss Mid-South
Pageant" will be held Saturday, Nov. 9, at
Caldwell County Middle School, Princeton.
There will be three categories: beauty, talent,
and photogenic; you may enter one or all events.
The competition will have six age groups for
girls 0 to 21 and three divisions for boys 0 to 10.
Large trophies will be awarded in all events
Tiaras will be awarded for the beauty, talent and
beginner "Princess" divison. The overall winner
will receive a savings bond. Registration is at
1:30 p.m. with pageant competition to begin at 2
p.m. For more information contact Debbrah
Hooks, Rt. 2, Eddyville, Ky., 42038 or call
1-545-3263.

Local teachers attend institute
Three Calloway County teachers — Barbara
McCuiston, Ila Brown,
and Jane Cothran — attended the Commonwealth Institute for
Teachers in Louisville,
Oct. 18-20.
This conference was a
follow-up to the June
session held at the
University of Kentucky
in Lexington.
The theme, "Striving
for Excellence in an Era
of Change," was pur-

sued with progress
reports given by
teachers from each of
the 18 counties
represented.
Speakers included
such noted educators
as:
James Fouche',
associate superintendent, Office of
Instruction;
Tom Jeffries,
associate dean, University of Louisville School
of Education;

Robert Sexton, executive director,
Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence;
Norm Sims, director
of information services,
Council of State
Government;
Sarah Laws, instructional supervisor, Bowling Green Independent
District;
Jack Moreland,
superintendent, Dayton
Independent Schools.
Nawanna Fairchild,

principal, Southern
Elementary, Fayette
County;
John Whiting, principal, Seneca High
School, Louisville;
Pepper English,
district manager, Corporate and Community
Affairs, South Central
Bell.
The goals of the institute include the study
of school, community
and business partnerships, the teachers said.

The WMU Combined Council of First Baptist
Church will meet Wednesday, Oct. 30, at 4:30
p.m. in the church office conference room
Pauline Waggener, WMU director, urges all
members to attend.

Jamey Loyd Beane born
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Beane of Kirksey are
the parents of a son, Jamey Loyd, weighing nine
pounds seven ounces, measuring 21% inches,
born on Sunday, Oct. 20, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother, the former Zandra
Morris, is on leave from the Bank of Murray. The
father is self-employed as a farmer. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Max E. Morris of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Beane of Kirksey.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Lancie
Morris of Lynn Grove, Mr. and Mrs. Osro Butterworth of Rt. 1, Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Troy
Beane, Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Cunningham, Kirksey.

LIMITED TIME OFFER
With this-coupon
Tanning

2 sessions for $4.99
Call 753-8477
(Limit 1 offer per customer. Expires 10-31-85)

The Tropics
901 Coldwater Road

BENJAMIN MOORE

Aleta's Beauty Salon
489-2401
Aleta Beane - Owner

Leta's Beauty Salon
753-8282
Leta Taylor - Owner
Vicki Nance - Owner
Mary Bogard
Wanda Williams

Northside Beauty Salon
759-1242
Fran Birdsong - Owner

Designs for
Today's Living

.1.14CLAILLNA
,
M

Beauty Shops Who Employ
NHCA Members:

PRATT LAMBERT

Ezell's Beauty School
753-4723
Kay Dalton-Owner, Instr
Estelle Ezell
Mary Roberts
Wanda Brown

Our drapery "workroom
will custom-make
your fabric or ours,
into windows to remember.

6

Murray Beauty Salon
753-3142
Katherine Lax - Owner
Iva Carson
Wanda Nolin
Debbie Griffin

Fantastic Sam's
753-0542
Yvonne & Tommy Key
- Owners Pam Ruddle

Judith's Beauty Salon
489-2826
Judith Darnell
Owner

Reflections Beauty
Salon
753-6435
Mary Ann McCuiston
Owner

Judy & Shere's
753-5902
Judy Curd - Owner
Shere Parker - Owner
Rosetta Burkeen
Valerie Foster
Cindy Vance
Gary Murdock

"ASK US
FOR
PRCEESSIONAL
ADVICE"

P.J.'s Salon
492-8867
Patti Knott - Owner
Janice Hays - Owner

NATIONAL
COSMETOLOGY
MONTH
OCTOBER,1985

t

Roffler's of Murray
753-8909
Jessie Morganti

Hilltop Beauty Salon
753-5106
Charlotte Grogan
- Owner

Kathryn Turners
Beauty Shop
Karen Coles

Visit or call us today for all your
home decorating needs:

The Beauty Box
753-7132
Faye Hurt - Owner
Sharon Kelso - Owner
Diane Butler

W*11-1E1114

King-swood Salon
753-5587
Freda Steely

Patty Ann's
753-3191
Jean Woods - Owner

Members at large
Edith Sledd
Jo Dortch
Glenda McNutt
Evelyn Tucker
Jean Bird
Charlotte Provine

•Down Johnson
•Deonne Turley
*Lexie Morton

Grand Opening Soon!

Debbie & Carol's Salon
753-5540
Debbie Shapla - Owner
Carol Hill - Owner

Headquarters Salon
753-2266
Laura McConnell

—Carpeting
—Wood Flooring
—Vinyl Flooring
—Italian & Mexican
Ceramic Tile

For a truly qualified professional approach to your
design needs, contact us at e,fRRTeo vss/q7ts :
•Phil Carrico
•Terry Melton
*James Lawrence ASID

Kut 'N Kurl
753-1682
Joan Colson
Kathy Ligon

National Hairdressers
and Cosmetologists
Association

—Paint
— Wallcoverings
— Fabrics
—Window Treatments
— Blinds

Wanda's Beauty Salon
759-4989
Wanda Futrell - Owner

TATIZIffillaVelt

Skate Night for
W.A:T.C.H. Center will
be from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Roller Skating of
Murray.
— — ——
Restaurants donating
a portion of sales to

Monday,Oct. 28
W.A.T.C.H. today include Lubie and Reba's,
Albert's (formerly
Trenholm's) and Donut
Shack, Murray, and The
Feed Bag, Hazel.
————
Prepared Cesarean
Birth Class will be at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Murray Calloway County
Hospital. For information call 753-5131 or
753-6821.
— — ——
Parents Anonymous
Chapter will meet from
6 to 8 p.m. For information call 762-6862 or
762-6851.
————
Betty Sledd Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Joretta
Randolph.
——
Haunted Forrest,
sponsored by MurrayCalloway Jaycees, will
start at 7 p.m. at Jaycee
Fairgrounds.
— ———
Beginning typing noncredit course will begin
at 6 p.m. in Business
Building North, Murray

PAGE 5

rilINVINIMEMTA

Monday,Oct. 28
District 17 Unit 1 of
Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet at 7
p.m. in private dining
room of Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
——— —
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
— — — —
Halloween party for
preschool and elementary of Murray Country
Club will be at 6 p.m. at
club house with Mona
Blankenship as
chairman.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1985
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Tina Si Company
753-9847
Tina Olson - Owner

753-3080
10th & Chestnut

National Beauty Supply
759-9757
Roger Randolph - Owner

(Next to Murray
Home & Auto)
OPEN: M.-F. 7-3, Sat. 7:30-Noon

ANNIVERSARY SALE

46 I EARS EN MURRAY
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Coming events...(coord from page 5)
Tuesday,Oct.39
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
First District PTA
will meet at 7 p.m. at
new Graves County
High School.
————
Humane Society of
Calloway County will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
————
Auditions for
The
Nutcracker" by Community Theatre will be
at 6;30 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
————
Calloway County
Education Association
will meet at 4 p.m. at
North Calloway
Elementary School.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off .pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.'
at Health Center.
————

Tuesday,Oct. 29
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Haze) and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Memorial Baptist
Church will have a churchwide skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Rolling Skating of Murray.
————
Phebian Sunday
School Class of First
Baptist Church will
have a salad supper at
6:30 p.m. at home of
Nettie Bennett.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
————
B a z a a r
Workshop/Luncheon
will be at 10 a.m. at
First United Methodist
Church.
————

"Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's State Farm
insurance."

Jane Rogers
Like a good neighbor
State Farm fs there

201 S. 6th
753-9627

State Frorn ,,,Nu•arncit Comoan
' les• Home Ot..ces

no,,

Tuesday. Oct.29
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Brown's Market from 9
to 11 a.m. and at East Y
Grocery from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m., botn on
tlighway 94 East.
————
Haunted Forrest,
sponsored by Murray.
Calloway County
Jaycees will start at 7
p.m. at Jaycee
Fairgrounds.
————
Diet and Diabetes will
meet at 2 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
Story Hours will be at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public

Wednesday,Oct. 30
as hostess is scheduled
at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
————
AMVETS Auxiliary of
Post 45 at Paris Landing, Tenn., will have a
Halloween costume party at 7 p.m.
————
Car Wash for benefit
of W.A.T.C.H. will be
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
K-Mart.
————
Purchase Area Agency on Aging will have a
workshop on Coping
Skills and Adaptations
from 9 to 11 a.m. in Purchase Area Development District Conference Room,
Mayfield. For information call 753-8325.
————
Health Express of
Lecture-recital by Murray-Calloway CounBarbara Dalheim. ty Hospital on court
soprano, and Eric square in downtown
Dalheim. pianist, will be
at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. This is free
to MSU students, but $3
donation for others.
————
Wednesday,Oct. 30
RACINE, Wis. (AP)
Last night of Haunted — Parents who ignore
Forrest, sponsored by baby's "goo-goo" and
Murray-Calloway Coun- 'da-da." as meaningless
ty Jaycees, will start at jibberish are missing
7 p.m. at Jaycee early attempts at comFairgrounds.
munication, a pediatri———
cian and author says.
W.M U Combined
Harvard University
Council of First Baptist Prof. T. Berry
Church will meet at 4:30 Brazelton, whose book
p.m. in church office "Infants and Mothers"
conference room.
became a best-seller in
————
1969, said during
Ladies day golf will weekend talks that instart at 9:30 a.m. at fants who get no
Murray Country Club.
response from their
baby talk can become
Ladies day bridge depressed.
with Mary Montgomery
He also said babies

Wednesday,Oct. 30
Murray from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m.
————
Bereavement Support
Group will meet 9:30
a.m. and Living With
Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m., both in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
————
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Bazaar Roll
Workshop will be at 9
a.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
————

Baby talk can mean
more than `goo-goo'
respond differently to
fathers than they do to
mothers, with an infant
commonly taking on a
"pounce look" when the
father approaches.
"Everything goes up
— shoulders, mouth,
eyes, as if to say, 'Now
I'm ready'," he said.
He said fathers tend to
be less gentle with infants than mothers, but
babies value both
approaches.
"Babies want you
separate." he said.
"They want you to be
you."

DUNN FURNITURE

SAlik
20-70%
On Famous Name Brands Like
•Bassett •Berkline •Stratford •Lane
•And Many More

De IL) (

By Abigail

iky

Van Buren

Here's the Right Book For
Latchkey Kids and Parents

DEAR READERS: I have just
read a wonderful book titled
"Alone After School" by Helen
'Swan and Victoria Houston. It's
a complete self-care guide for
latchkey children and their parents. Now that more than 60
percent of American mothers
work outside the home and approximately 10 million children
under 12 years old are coming
home to an empty house, this
book is a timely treasure. '
` It tells children what to do
about accidents—bumps,bruises,
burns, cuts, nosebleedsl-poisoning, electric stiock, .stornachaches, etc. It covers every imaginable emergency, including
what to do if somebody tries to
break in; it stresses the importance of having the phone numbers of police, firemen, paramedics, neighbors and the 911
emergency number taped on
every telephone. It tells a child
how (and how not) to answer
the door and telephone. There
are simple recipes for children,
and guidelines for parents on
how to set up rules to keep peace
between siblings.
A single chapter titled "Is My
Child Ready?" is well worth the
price of the book. It contains a
checklist for parents to test a
child's readiness to be left alone.
(Age is not always the determining factor.)
"Alone After School" should
be in every home where children
are left unsupervised—iffor only
a few hours occasionally. It's
available at your local bookstore
for $8.95. If it's sold out, it can
be ordered directly from the
publisher by calling this tollfree number: 1-800-238-2333. Or
send a check or money order to
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. 07632 (add a dollar for
postage). You'll be glad you did.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 26-yeal-old
man with a problem. How can I find
a woman that both my mother-and I
can agree will be the right wife for
me?
It seems every time I get serious
with a woman, my mother finds at
least a hundred things wrong with
her.
I want to get married and settle
down, but I just can't seem to find
anyone my mother thinks is good

enough for me
Can you help?
WANTS TO MARRY

DEAR WANTS: No, but you
can help yourself by seeing a
counselor. to find out why your
mother's approval is more important than your own in choosing a wife.
* ••

DEAR ABBY: I operate a motel in
a college town. I have discussed this
problem with other motel operators,
and we seem to have the same
problem: unregistered guests. We
rent a room to one person, and it
ends up with more than one occupant.
Our greatest fear? Fire
The thought that we wouldn't
know to search the rooms for other
bodies in case there had been a fire
is terrifying. Right now I have a
room rented to a college female on a
monthly basis. She's had four different overnight male visitors that
I'm aware of, but I have no idea
what their names are or whom to
contact in case of emergency.
It's not only college students;some
parents think because we don't
charge extra for small children, they
don't have to be registered. Abby,
please bring this to the attention of
the public, so people will understand
how serious this matter is.
WASHINGTON INNKEEPER
DEAR INNKEEPER: Thanks
for a letter that I hope will give
people cause to pause—and sign
ttle register.
•• *

CONFIDENTIAL TO TOMMY
IN" TAMPA, FLA.: Congratulations. But money isn't everything. Sometimes it's not even
enough.
(Do you hate to write letters because
you don't know what to say? Thankyou notes, sympathy letters, congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting
letter are included in Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Send your name and address
clearly printed with a check or money
order for $2.50 and a long,stamped(39
cents)self-addressed envelope to: Dear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood. Calif. 90038.)

Weddings
banned at
city hall

AT&T
Information Systems
and

ST. LOUIS AP — In
what the marrying
ministers of City Hall
see as a breach of an
almost sacred tradition,
city officials have
booted the clergymen
out of the building and
banned weddings there.
For as long as anyone
can remember, about a
half-dozen ministers
have been allowed to
Congregate near the
marriage license office
at City Hall and solicit
weddings on the spot.
Until recently the
practice was conducted
in a polite fashion.
But after a squabble
broke out over who got
which marriages, with
some of the ministers
allegedly making
threats and yelling,
Public Safety Director
Thomas A. Villa banned
both solicitations and
weddings.

Consulting, Inc.
WAcordially invite you
to attend an
'OPEN HOLTSE

Nto

Featuring a Full Line of
AT & T Computer Systems and
General Accounting and Vertical Market Software
Wednesday, October 30, 1985
10:00 AM to 6:00 PM
International Room B. Executive Inn
Paducah, Kentucky

A Senior Partner from the Accounting Firm of
York. Neel & Company will be Present to
Answer Accounting and Tax Related Questions

Sealy
Bedding
Less Than
Half Price

DUNN
-FURNITURE
Hwy. 641 North

Murray

753-3037

SERVICE SPECIAL
Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever
*Over 100 in stock *No Rainchecks

$8•88*

•Installation Available at an additional charge.

Check Our Prices On Struts

MUFFLER SPECIAL

$29.95*

Installed

*Original equipment type •Double wrapped
•Alumunized Shell •Whisper Quiet Sound
Most American cars and pickups. Many Foreign cars.

BARRETT'S SERVICE
.00dSettitee,
CENTER Gited‘"
13.iica!
(1 Block North
of the Court Square)

200 N. 4th St.

753-6001

le
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Hospital releases weekend report
Newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Oct.
25, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Foy baby girl, parents, Glenda and Denny, Rt 1, Box 26A,
Sedalia;
Hensiley baby girl, parents.
Janet and Jerry, Rt. 5, Mayfield.
Dissnlissals
Mrs. Peggy Rushing, MurCal
Apt. F33, Murray; Mrs. Kathie
Thurman, Rt. 5, Box 178, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Zandra Beane an
baby boy, Rt. 3, Box 125, ?'
Benton;
Floyd Bowen, Box 977, Cadiz;
Miss Freda Wallace, 1505
Diuguid Dr., Murray; Charles
Dunn, 1875 Happy Hollow Road,
Hopkinsville;
James Williamson, Rt. 1, Box
560B, Springville, Tenn.; Mrs.
Margaret Folz, 210 South 16th
St., Murray;
Mrs. Emma Evens, Rt. 6, Box
273, Murray; Mrs. Novie Starks,
Rt. 1, Box 238, Hardin; Mrs.Jrma Perry, 102 Garden' St.,
Murray;
GroganRoberts (expired), 304
North Eighth St., Murrray ; Mrs.
Della May Cocke (expired),
Wickliffe; Mrs. Cecil June Seyer
(expired). Pine Bluff Shoes,
Hamlin.

A newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Oct. 26, lave been released as
follow:
Newborn admission
Schleiss baby girl, parents,
Patricia and Brian, Rt. 5, Twin
Lakes Tr. Park, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Ruby Eldridge, Rt. 1,
Box 24 Almo; Mrs. Tammy

Charles Michael Outland of
Murray is one of eight persons
recently elected to the Western
Kenttcky Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation
Board of Directors.
The board is composed of four
representatives from each of the
eight Jackson Purchase area
counties as well as Livingston
County. It regulates and sets
policies for the private, nonprofit agency which is responsible for the delivery of mental
health, mental retardation and
substance abuse services to the
citizens of this region.
Outland has a B.S. degree
from Murray State University
and is currently employed as an
agent for Commonwealth Insurance in Murray.
Civic-minded, he is a past vice
presiden: and now presidentelect of the Murray Lions Club, a
1985 graduate of Leadership
Murray and a member of the
Murray City Council.
He has also been active in fundraisers for the American Red
Cross, the Boy Scouts, American
Cancer Society and the Murray
State University Alumni Century Club.

1/2 Order $4.45
Full Order $5.95
Hwy 641 North, Murray, Ky Open 4 p m Mon -Sat 753-4141

men *ems

Rath()iliaek

Outland elected to board of directors
Outland and his wife Tamara
are members of First Baptist
Church of 'Murray where
Outland is a deacon and Sunday
school teacher for the junior
high boys. He also leads the
singing group "Share" for the
M.S.U. Baptist Student Union.
"My goal as a new member is
to learn about services by the
board and support its work in
order to insure the continuing
progress of the mental health
field in western Kentucky," said
Outland.
Other newly elected representatives are as follows: Ballard
County - Charlotte Seratt,
Carlisle County - Ester Partin;
Graves County - Mariowen
Reed; Livingston County Henry Etta Ramage; Marshall
County - Frank Madison and
Nancy Rose; McCracken County - Chester B. Martin, Sr.
Far information or help with
mental health, mental retardation or substance abuse services, residents of Calloway
County should contact the
board's Murray/Calloway County office located at 903 Sycamore
Street, telephone 753-6622.

FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 29, 1985
ARIES
LIBRA
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Sept.23 to Oct 22)
Trends underscore the necessity
Even though credit is accessible,
for you to pay more attention to
you should tighten the purse strings
accounting, bookkeeping and other
and implement budgets. Get second
financial matters.
estimates on home repairs.
TAURUS
SCORPIO
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
CIE
Tread carefully regarding legal
A touch of jealousy could mar
matters. You need to face some facts
relationships. Concentrate on selfabout a partnership. Artistic interests improvement and
forget about
are favored today.
others' weak points.
GEMINI
SAGITTARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
You're tempted to indiscretion
A thousand distractions interfere
now. Before you give your heart with work to be done now,unless
you
away, make sure the feelings are exercise increased self-disciplin
e and
mutual. Be discriminating.
concentration.
CANCER
CAPRICORN
(June 21 to July 22)
04B (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Some awkwardness could exist in
You're the giddy goat today in
a social situation. Some rethinking is romance. For once,
you're the one
in order about a matter concerning a who could profit from
some friendly
child. Enjoy redecorating.
down-to-earth advice.
LEO
AQUARIUS
(July 23 to Aug.22)
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Though love at first sight is
In-laws are a problem for some of
favored, don't let your personal life you. Don't fret about
inconsequeninterfere with job interests. Re- dais. Concentrate energies on
career
examine a home situation.
interests
VIRGO
PISCES
NaliP
(Aug.23 to Sept 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
mese
You're inclined to take an unwise
Is a flirtation sincere? That is for
risk with money. Worry less and you to find out. Meanwhile, students
concentrate on what needs to be need to buckle down on their
studies
done. Accent mental work
Be serious.

PI,

Buy a Tandy 1000
And Get Our New Color
Monitor At No Charge!

TANDY
1000

Save
$29995

gm.

SImmental Cross Feeder Call Sale
ThUf$ , Nov. 7, 1986 7:00 p.m.
Bluegrass Stockyards No. 1- Lisle Rd., Lexington, KY
recolva0 MUM ttllit.m. untie 4:00 p.m.
Heifers required to he vaccinated against Brucellosis
Sponsored by: Ky. Skrimental Association.
Annually the highest feeder calf sale In Kentucky
Wayne Llyesay. Sales Chairman
Home
P.O. Box 347
Office
1502)384-2866
Columbia. KY 42728
(502)384-2317

Come in Today for Savings

Cut $200

5

Reg. 799.00
Low As $28 Per Month on CitiLine*
•LAB-600 Turntable
•SA-600 90 Watt Amp
•TM-600 AM/FM Tuner
▪ SCT-600 Cassette Deck
Shown With
•Optimue-600 Speakers
Optional CD Player
• Walnut Veneer Audio Rack
#31-1100, 40-1100, 42-1100

00

11111111111111 111111111111111

Reg. Separate Items 1298.95
Low As $46 Per Month
on CttiLine.

Save on a CD Player

The IBM• PC compatible computer that's ready to work for you! Begin Computing Right
Away-Includes 6-in-1
The monitor plugs instantly into
DeskMate Software
the Tandy 1000. #25-1000tI021

Our Versatile 16K
Color Computer 2
By Radio Shack

Save $3195

-

Save $5995

Complete System, Low As $37 Per Month on CitiLine.

Portable AM/FM
Stereo Cassette

$100
Off

WWI

Our CD-2000, reg. 259.95, is
now only $200 when purchased.
with System 600. #42-5001
-

•IBM/TM International Business Machines Corp

SCR-8 by Realistic

Auto-Reverse Stereo
Cassette Deck
SCT-80 by Realistic

119.95
Educational.
Entertaining,
And Affordable
Choose from our library of Program
Paks or write programs using builtin 16K standard BASIC. #26-3134

CB Radio With
Channel 9 Priority

Reg. 249.95
Low As $20 Per Month on CttiLine*
Record from AM/FM or live with
built-in mikes. 10-watt amplifier.
AC/battery operation #14-778
Battenes extra

Dual-Cassette AM/
FM Stereo Phono
Clannettet-114
by Realistic

TRC-473

Cut $60 7995

Reg.
139.95

Cut $50
18995
Reg.239.95

•-

t.

Copy tapes, record from phono or
AM/FM. With matching 17"-high
speakers. #13-1217

10-Channel, 5-Band
Tabletop Scanner

AM/FM Clock Radio
Telephone Combo
Chronofone-100 by Realistic
ET-120 by Radio Shack

Cut
47%
2995

8995
Reg. 119.95
VHF-HI/Lo, VHF-Ham, UHF-HI/Lo
Hear the action! Locks on active police, fire, railway, and weather channels. #20-124 Crystals extra

Reg. Separate Items 56.95
Radio mutes when phone is used.
Battery backup alarm. Pulse dialing. #43-502, 12-1544 FCC reg,sterect
Backup battery extra

AM/FM Stereo
Headset Radio
By Realistic

Cut 38%
2495
Up-to-the-Minute Weather
Receives National Weather Service
information. Up to 50-mile range.
#12-151 Elsetegy mire

5" B&W TV With
AM/FM Radio

99
95 159.95
R

Don't drive alone! Easy-to-operate,
40-channel system. LED display.
#21-1537

Save
$30

Our best! Auto-reverse, Auto-Search,
Dolby' B-C NR, soft-touch controls.
04-631 • TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp

Cut $60

Low As 820 Per Month on CitiLine*

PRO-55
by Realistic

Reg. 239.95

Low As $20 Per
Month on CitiLine.

PortaVisiong by Realistic

Access Emergency Channel 9

Reg. 19.95

KENTUCKY SIMMENTAL ASSOCIATION
FEEDER CALF SALE ANNOUNCEMENT

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

'Tandy' 1000 Computer and' i Matched Hi-Fi Rack System
System 600 by Realistic'
Monitor Bonus!

Your Individual Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
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Creech and baby boy, Rt. 2, Box
Newsome baby boy, mother,
388A, Murray;
Sonya, 201 Maple St., Murray.
Mrs. Dole Kuykendall and
Dismissals
baby boy, Rt. 6, Box 110, Paris.
Mrs. Lisa Free and baby boy,
Tenn.; Mrs. Patsy Walker ancl,
baby girl, 1217 Porter Court, Rt. 2, Box 6, Gilbertsville; Mrs.
Lillian Evans, 202 South 11th St.,
Paris, Tenn.;
Murray;
Canon Shupe, 307 North Sixth
Mrs. Lillian Thorn, 210
St., Murray; Mrs. Wilma
Riviera
Court, Murray; Miss
Burnett, Rt. 5, Mayfield; Jeff
Charles, Rt. 1, Box 119B, Lindsey Wainscott, 132 Richardson Ave., McKenzie, Tenn.; Ben
Puryear, Tenn.;
Robert Kloke, 1508 Chestnut Harrell, Jr., Rt. 1, Box 82,
St., Murray; Mrs. Erma Wilson, Hardin;
John Grogan, Rt. 3, Box 371,
Rt. 1, Box 76, Alma; Ms. Cheryl
Murray;
Cloyce Hopkins, 1104
Elkins, No. 13 Riviera Tr. Ct.,
Mulberry. Murray; Donald MitMurray;
Edward Mathis, 1505 Johnson chell, 5039 Reidland Rd.,
Blvd., Murray; Miss Holly Buie, Paducah.
Rt. 3, Box 170, Paris , Tenn.;
Mrs. Karen Branch, 500 North
7th St., Murray;
Mrs. Elsie Bizzell, Hazel,
Prentice Dunn, 1715 Olive St.,
Murray; Mrs. Murrelle Smith,
903 Fairlane Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Termie Colson, South
Side Manor Apt. 112, Murray;
Mrs. Clara Patton, Rt. 1, Box
201, Kirksey; Mrs. Lorena Marshall, Convalescent Division,
MCCH;
Newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
Oct. 27, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Downs baby girl, parents,
Marybeth and William, Rt. 6,
Box 359B, Murray;
Barnett baby girl, parents,
Cynthia and James,-Rt. 2, Box
211, Paris, Tenn.;
Henson baby boy, parents,
Tammy and Danny, Rt. 5, Box
229, Benton;
Strong baby boy, parents,
Joan and Billy, 308 South 12th
St., Apt. 8, Mayfield;

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28, 11165

Reg. 39.95
"Hands-Free" Listening
Listen anywhere without disturbing
anyone Padded earcushions
#12-199 asson.. extra

Low As $20 Per
Month on CitiLine*
Entertainment to go! Tunes TV channels 2-83 plus AM/FM. AC/battery
operation. #16-100 Danal measurp
Batteries extra

Compact AM/FM
Cassette Recorder
Minisette'-12 by Realistic

38% Off
4995
Reg. 79.95
Built-In Electret Mike
Record lectures, meetings, "voice
letters': even AM or FM broadcasts
#14-1012 Batteries extra

Lightweight
One-Piece
Phone
ET-120 by Radio Shack

28% Off
1295
Reg. 17.95

Check Your Phone Book for the Rade.ilisek Store or Dealer Nearest You
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Livestock producers alerted to watch for three diseases
Livestock producers in
West Kentucity are being
urged to be alert for
three seasonal diseases
of cows and calves *—

anaplasmosis, acorn
poisoning and fescue toxicity — which can have
similar
confusingly
symptoms.

Association raises
question regarding
consumer demand
WASHINGTON i AP
— The National Cattlemen's Association
has raised one of those
which-came-first-thechicken*JA,..he-egg—
egarding
questions
consumer demand for
meat.'
Some persons equate
per capita consumption
and demand for meats,"
the association said in a
recent report. "Actually. that cannot be done.
We always eat all the
beef that is produced,
and the production level
in a given year is largely determined by the
size of the cattle herd
about three years
earlier.
With any perishable
commodity, everything
that is produced in a
given period is eaten, at
a price, depending on
supply and demand at
the time."
The issue is not new,
but it has taken on some
added twists in recent
years because of some
concerns about food and
health.
All the beef produced
will be sold eventually.
says the NCA. If consumers resist buying at
a certain price, the
price will come down.
But the meat will be

sold. In one of his colorful quips as secretary of
agriculture, Earl Butz
used to say about meat,
"You sell it or smell it."
If prices decline
enough, cattle producers will be forced to
reduce production. And
with less beef moving
through the pipeline,
prices eventually will
rise.
What the cattlemen
are saying is that meat
— and other perishable
agricultural products,
for that matter — is not
like wheat or corn. You
can't store it indefinitely , not even in
refrigerated lockers.
It's not like nuts and
bolts, left to gather dust
in a hardware store until someone buys them.
The NCA's analysis
also concluded that
because of concern
about health and fat, as
well as economics, some
consumers "undoubtedly are now eating less
red meat than they have
in former years."
But beef remains the
preferred meat among
most people, the NCA
said. Consumer spending on beef is still
greater than expenditures for pork and
poultry combined.

Dr. Wade Kadel, director of Murray State
University's Breathitt
Center
Veterinary
(BVC) in Hopkinsville,
said cattleman are encouraged to examine
their. herds twice daily
during the fall season for
clinical signs of the
diseases.
He emphasized that
early diagnosis and
treatment are of significant economic importance to producers.
of
"Examination
animals by veterinarians
will permit field differentiation of the diseases
and, in many instances,
veterinarians will collect
specimens for laboratory
examinations," Kadel
explained.
"Once a veterinarian
has laboratory confirmation of anaplasmosis,
acorn poisoning or
fescue toxicity, he can
then provide advice con-

preventive
cerning
measures and treatment
procedures."
Kadel gave these
descriptions of the
diseases:
— Anaplasmosis. An
infectious disease that
results in severe anemia,
anaplaamosis is caused
by a blood cell parasite
that is spread from
animal to animal by
blood-sucking insects
such as the horse fly and
mosquito. It can also be
transmitted from animal
to animal by contaminated hypodermic
needles. As much as 30 to
35 percent of some herds
can become infected.
Clinical signs vary and
may include unthriftiness, weight loss,fever,
rapid respiration, pale
membranes around the
eyes, and weakness.
Treatment with intravenous antibiotics can
be life saving.

Many times animals
are profoundly anemic,
yet show no clinical signs
unless closely examined
or forced to exert
themselves. Animals suffering severe anemia
should not be exercised.
has
Anaplasmosis
been prevalent in the
Jackson Purchase for at
least 15 years, and many
producers in that area
prevent the disease by
enforcing a strict annual
vaccination program.
The disease appears now
to be moving eastward in
Kentucky where producers are attempting to
control it by blood testing
animals after the second
frost. Infected anitnals
are removed from tl‘e
herd.
— Acorn poisoning.
Varying in occurrence
from year to year, the
disease is difficult to
predict as to how serious
or widespread the pro-

blem will be. Acorn
poisoning has been
diagnosed at the BVC
this year in animals from
six counties — Barren,
Christian,
Trigg,
Graves, Marshall and
Muhlenberg and, according to Kadel, is more
prevalent than in 1983 or
1984.
During some fall
seasons, acorns from
certain areas have toxins
that cause damage to the
kidneys of cows and
calves. Kidney damage
is manifested by several
symptoms — dark, foulsmelling diarrhea, foul
odor to the breath, reddened eyes, -crusty
muzzles rough hair coat,
t
a tendency to stand with
the feet under the body
and the back arched, increased thirst, dehydration as evidenced by
close adherence of the
skin to the body, weight
loss and the development

Conservation incentives such as tree farming
could help reverse the loss of tropical forests
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Conservation incentives such as the emphasis on the commercial potential of tree farming -could help persuade developing nations to reverse the loss
of -the world's tropical
forests, an expert panel
said today.
Though forests in
developed countries
have increased in the
20th century through
abandonment of farm
land, about 27 million
acres of forest-s are being cleared each year in
developing nations. Half
of those countries'
forests have been lost Tin
this century, according
to a report by the World
Bank, the United Na-

tions Development Program and the World
Resources Institute, a
Washington-based environmental research
organization.
To stem that loss,
developing nations
should pump $8 billion
into forestry investment
over the next five years,
the panel said. Fifteen
percent to 25 percent of
the funds should be
allocated to education,
traLtng, research and
extension services.
About half the $8
billion should come
from international lending agencies and the
rest from private
sources and nittional
governments, the panel

said.
Deforestation
disrupts the lives of a
billion people, mostly
poor, by "periodic
flooding, fuelwood scarcity, soil and water
degradation and reduced agricultural production," said Gus Speth,
institute president, in an
introduction to the
report.
"The rural poor are
often unjustly held
responsible. They are
often ... caught in a
chain of events that
forces them into
destructive patterns of
land use to meet their
basic needs for food and
fuel," Speth said.
In some countries,
poor management of

forest plantations
reduces potential export
earnings. In others, the
pressure on the
fuelwood supply has
forced farmers to burn
dung, normally a fer,
tilizer, in cooking, thus
speeding a decline in
food production already
worsened by the encroachment of desert
where forest once stood.
The report quoted a
U.N. estimate that 1.5
billion people are cutting wood faster than it
can grow back, and 125
million of them cannot
find enough wood. If
nothing is done, it said,
2.4 billion people will
face shortages by the
year 2000.

Lee Kinsoiving:

"OUR PRIME LENDING RATE IS 9.50%
ARE YOU PAYING MORE ON YOUR HOME
MORTGAGE LOANS THAN PRIME?"

Power outages don't happen
often and usually don't last long.
But if one does happen,
do you know what to do?
What to do during an outage.
1. STAY AWAY FROM DOWNED POWER UNES
and broken utility poles. Please note the location
and call us immediately. Even lines that look
harmless can be dangerous.
if your power is out, check your neighbors. if
they still have electricity, check your fuses of
circuit breakers. If that doesn't solve the
problem, give us a call.

2

3. Once you've called us, there's no need to keep
calling: your request will be handled as soon as
possible. However, it your power is still out
once your neighbors have been returned to
service, you should cal again.
When service ie restored, overloected Ines could
cause another outage. You can he prevent this
by svritching off your healing and coolktg
equiPin•nt and other stkprences during the
outage. Leave a light on so you'll know when
service Is beckon.
5

Don't keep checking the refrigerator and freezer.
Food will keep much longer if the doors are left
closed

6.

Prepare a 'tights out kit keep a flashlight
spare fuses. and battery poweredradio handy.
Know where the electric service panel for your
home is located and how to reset circuit
breakers Or replace blown fuses Make sure
your family knows where the kit is and what to
do it you are not at home

ELECTRICITY.

Now is the time to restructurt
your existing mortgage loan'
at Republic Savings Bank.
Take advantage of the money
that you have in your home.
call us about refinancing your
existing loans or get a new
Home Equity Loan at our
lower rates.
Lee Kinsolving
President

REPUBLIC

of secondary pneumonia.
Diagnosis can be confirmed by a veterinarian
when he collects blood
from live animals or
when he submits tissues
veterinary
a
to
diagnostic laboratory.
When the disease is
diagnosed in a herd,
measures can be taken
to minimize its effects.
— Fescue toxicity. A
newly recognized problem, fescue toxicity is
caused by a fungus growing within the stems of
fescue plants. Its clinical
signs include reduced
growth rate, decreased
feed intake, weight loss,
coat, exrough
cessive salivation and a

Former student is named
FFA district essay winner
in burley tobacco contest
named the district winner last week in Ihe contest which is designed
for members of the
Future Farmers of
America organisation.
Contestants are asked to
submit an essay about a
specific topic relwing to
burley tobacco produc- non, following this
year's theme of imported tobacco's effect
John Mark Potts was on U.S. producers.

A former Calloway
County High School and
current Murray State
University freshman
has been named a
district winner in the
1985 Kentucky FFA
Burley Tobacco Essay
Contest, sponsored by
by the Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative
Association.

Agricultural statistics

could be stocking stuffer
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The 1984 edition of
Agricultural Statistics
may not be on
everyone's Christmas
shopping list, but it
could be just the thing
for livening up dull parties this winter.
Imagine the looks
you'll get after chiming
in, "Did you know
Oregon produced more
than $1.1 billion worth of
filberts in 1980?" Or,
"Can you believe we
cranked out 1.4 billion
pounds of hotdogs in
1983?"
And what could be
snappier as the snacks
are passed than noting
with authority, "We're
eating less lard than we
used to." '
The official
Agriculture Department figures are all
there in the 558-page
book, an annual volume
that for decades has
been a standard
reference for anyone
with even a slight interest in agriculture.
It has an international
flavor too, with foreign
trade and U.S. export
figures for major commodities, along with
food stamp participation, conservation

Savings Bank

Member FSLIC
f
r Equo,
eous,nc;
Lende,

payments to farmers,
farm income and land in
farms. Even :he
number of farm
telephones and average
bills are listed, by state.
One of the standard
features in the book is a
table of weights,
measures and conversion factors. Everything
from alfalfa seed to
wheat is listed — in
metric units as well as
in U.S. terms.
For example,a bushel
of alfalfa seed weighs
the same as a bushel of
wheat, 60 pounds or 27.2
kilograms. Soybeans
.also weigh 60 pounds per
bushel.
The USDA book also
shows that castor beans
weigh 41 pounds per
bushel.
The 1984 edition of
Agricultural Statistics
can be ordered in paperback at $10 per copy
from: Superintendent of
Documents, U.S.
Government Printing
Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.
In case you want to
start thinking about 1086
stocking-stuffer,s, the
USDA's 185 edition will
be coming out next
spring.

Southern States

(502) 527-1447 Benton
now)
'
;- ,-iturday Unto Noon

tendency for the animal
to seek shade or coolness
by staying in streams or
pools.
'Cadet also urged swine
take
to
producers
precautions to prevent
occurrence
of
the
mycotoxicosis in s their
swine by being alert for
clinical signs of the
disease and perhaps submitting feed samples to
the BVC for mycotoxin
testing.
He said the first action
a producer should take if
he suspects disease is
consultation with a local
veterinarian who will use
the laboratory services
as
BVC
the
of
appropriate.

Ondulines
Farm roofing
that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.
V.,
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•Easy to ins•all; lightweight flexible
sheets
•Corrugated-Aspholt
•Limited Lifetime Warranty
'Insulated against heat and noise

$9.47
Per Sheet

•

$35.99
Mat. Sq.

Get the most for your money.

Kentucky Rural Electric
%ma ia Coop. Corp.
•
1w-di% 753-5012
West

White, Btow-n; Gray, Red
.Colors AvaiIable
Tan, Black, Blue, Green
733-1423
Industrial Rd.
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Problems could be discouraged if search is done quickly
BOWLING GREEN,Ky.(AP)
— Some observers say the
rumors, politics and death
threats that surrounded the 1979
search for a new Western Kentucky University president
could be discourved this time
around if the process is completed quickly.
"I don't know ... if anything
specifically is being done" to
prevent those influences from
occurring this time, said Tom
Emberton, a search committee
member who also helped in the
1979 selection.
"But there is an effort on the
part of the committee to move it
along at a faster pace than
1979," he said.
Western Kentucky's regents
spent more than 30 minutes in
closed session Saturday discussing the search for the school's
next leader.
Search committee chairman

Joe Bill Campbell announced
Monday that it had narrowed its
list of candidates to replace
Donald Zacharias, who took
over as president of Mississippi
State last month, to about 10 to
20 candidates.
The committee cut the list
from 165 nominees and applicants, and Campbell said he
expects to the committee to
recommend five finalist* to the
school's regents by the end of
the year.
Western' fifth president, Dero
Downing, announced his
resignation in September 1978.
The committee submitted a
list of 20 candidates, drawn from
167 nominations and applications, to the regents in late
January 1979, Five finalists
were not named until April.
Zacharias was selected as
president in May.
During that search, supporters of one candidate alleged-

ly offered then-Gov. Julian Carroll a large campaign contribution to choose their candidate as
the new president.
One regent on the search committee said he received death
threats durtag the process, and
the confidential files of the student regent were stolen.
Three of the five named
finalists dropped out because of
rumors, political pressures and
indecision by the board.
There are important differences between the two selection kocesses,said Ron Sheffer,
a search committee member in
1979 and this year and a former
regent.

think, a poor image for Western
as we got to the last days before
we named a president."
He said the search committee
this time around was formed
more quickly than in 1979;
regents are not on the committee this time; and in 1979, the interim president was not allowed
to seek the position.
Paul Cook, assistant to the
president for resources management and director of the budget,
was selected as interim presi-

Brame. A second fire Friday,
about 10:45 Friday off Lauring
Road, claimed a tobacco barn
and about one-and-a-half acres
of tobacco.
In addition to the tobacco barn
fires, county firemen are also
experiencing problems with
Halloween pranksters as Sunday evening, the second of two
abandoned houses this month

1985 R J

HIt

ted that caused problems and
made for a more difficult situation," Emberton said.
"That doesn't seem toe the
situation now. Thus far, the process has run smoothly."
And to continue that way.
Emberton said, "the sooner we
move the less likely (politicking) is to happen. We have a lot
of qualified candidates under
consideration. There's always
the possibility of that happening
with any of those candidates."

Scholarship honoring commerce chairman established
A scholarship has been
established by the Alumni
Association at Murray State
University in memory of Fred
M. Gingles, who was the first
chairman of the Department of
Commerce on the campus and
who served on the faculty from
193§ to 1959.
•
Two Fred M. Gingles
Memorial Scholarships will be
awarded each year, one to a
business student and one to a
non-traditional student, beginning in the fall of 1986. Gingles,
who was one of the first two
business teachers at Murray
State, died March 21, 1973.
The fund to support the
scholarships was formally initated at the annual Homecoming eve banquet of the College of
Business and Public Affairs Oct.
4 when it was announced that his
widow, Bertie Creekmur
Gingles of Murray, had made

In 1979, too many people
became involved in the selection
process, he said.
"People were taking a candidate and calling members of
the committee and the board,"
Sheffer said. 'Mat led to, I

Fall leaf-pile fires and tobacco barn fires
keep firemen busy during hazard season
While most local residents
view fall as a time of year to ad- \
mire or rake the falling leaves
from trees, fire officials see the
advent of fall as a fire hazard
season. This weekend, Murray
firemen were called to three leaf
pile fires in the city while county
firemen have been kept busy
this past month dousing tobacco
barn fires.
Weekend leaf fires were
reported at 9th and Payne
Street, 800 Payne Street and 17th
and Main Street, according to
the Murray Fire Department'.
All three fire were minor and
were quickly doused by firemen,
but according to Phil Owens,
Murray Fire Marshal, the burning of leaves in the city is illegal.
Under 401 KAR 63:005 of the
Division of Air Pollution Control
Department of the Natural
Resource and Environmental
Protection Agency, the burning
of leaves within the city limits of
a city the size of Murray is illegal, Owens pointed out.
Each fall season ushers in a
fire hazard season for firemen in
Calloway County and this year
has been no exception. The
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad responded to two tobacco
barn fire this past Friday, bringing to nine the number of tobacco barn fires during the past two
months, according to Eddie
Stone, assistant chief.
All nine tobacco barns and
their contents were termed total
losses. Friday about noon, a
tobacco barn and about seven
acres of tobacco were lost in a
fire in the Backusburg area. The
barn was owned by Gary

dent Aug. 19 and has applied for
the job as president.
"We've got a timetable we're
shooting for this time," Sheffer
said.
In 1979, the search took too
long lind many people became
impatient, he said. "To this
point (this year), I haven't seen
a lot of attempts to influence
anyone."
"To describe the difference is
to say last time there were outside influences perhaps attemo-

were set on fire, according to
Stone. An abandoned house on
Ellis Wrather Road, owned by
L.C. Grimm, was termed a total
loss, as was an abandoned house
fire about two weeks ago off
Faxon School Road. Several tire
fires have also been reported in
the Dexter area, but neither the
abandoned house fires nor the
tire tires included any injuries.

Fred M. Gingko
the first donation of $10,000.
Gingles and Austin S. Bratcher taught the first business
courses at Murray State in 1935.
A feature of the Oct. 4 banquet
was the observance of the 50th

anniversary of those first
business courses.
A native of Kirksey in
Calloway County. Gingles served as chairman from 1935 to 1952
and continued to teach until
1959. His primary' areas of inerest were accounting and
business law.
He earned 'the bachelor's
degree at Murray State and the
M.B.A at the University of
Texas. Before joining the faculty at Murray State, he taught in
high schools in Kentucky. Texas
and Mississippi.
Gingles was the son of Dr. and
Mrs. John T. Gingles. He and his
wife, who will celebrate her 91st
birthday on Saturday, Oct. 26,
have a son, Pat Gingles of
Nashville, a 1942 Murray State
graduate, and a daughter.
Evelyn Ruth Gingles Veazey of
Decatur, Ala.. a 1939 Murray
State graduate.
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It's a whole new world.

Murray man is
4' -arrested for
theft of checks
A 22-year-old Murray man
was arrested over the weekend
and charged with third degree
burglary in the theft of an
unreleased amount of checks
taken from the Murray Calloway County Parks office.
Samuel David Widener, of 804
South Fourth Street, was charged with the theft of the checks
and is currently being held in the
Calloway County Jail. All but
two of the checks have been
recovered, according to the
Murray Police Department,
which made the arrest.

Two injured in
one-car wreck
early Sunday

OP'
.:*•`^
•

MO%
.•.

A one-vehicle accident about
two miles west of Kirksey early
Sunday morning injured two
Mayfield men, who are currently being treated in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Steve Elliot, 20, of 1325 Fairway Circle, told the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
that he apparently fell asleep at
the wheel of his 1979 Pontiac
about 1:25 a.m. Sunday, causing
the car to veer off a curve in the
road and into a roadside ditch.
The accident happened on County Road 464.
Elliot was transported to
Lourdes Hospital, while a
passenger in the car, Leo
Patrick Smith, 28, also of
Mayfield, was taken to the Murray hospital. Both men were
described, as, having ;in:v.-capacitating" injuries.
A second passenger in the car,
James Lamb. 24—of Route L
Kirksey, was uninjured in the
accident. The "jaws" were used
to extricate Elliot and Smith, according to the sheriff's
department.
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Come In And

Layaway
Now
For
Christmas!

For X-Nlas

Rings
Watches
Chains
Dinnerware
Much More!

FETCHES JEV ELER,

No Interest Charge

Complete Line Of
Family Outerwear

At

Fashion Sweaters For
The Family

Brass and Whet
• Beeputeul Flolstws soh as
Brown, Anhoue Brass, Pollshed Brass
• Reverseole and Variable Speed ler,war roond .Se
• Maser Blades FREI on some models
• All models are Ityht adaptable and pre wired

Complete Line of Electric
And COnyentional Blankets

Compare
And
Save
We Want
To Be Your
Discount
Jewelry

8-ace t% s-aomg
ic as S20 00
(-haat rirdr•
as loem as 530 00
So:.d Gold
•
as !me
as 520 00

Shopping Center

Central

753-1606

Catalog Phone 759-4080

If
Family Is Dreamir
• Of A Gold Christmas
Rdy's is Th-e.Plai7.e
To Shop

30%

Rudolph Goodyear
ehetreelesee lOrtrea &ewer rn•4
.1 1 Frumac Is. ft...ft
41.$ 647$.
Marrey, Ky.
(5021-15.1-0595
Ii Good
Pr ide,e A MAI*: tfant 9.lfi,GIAWity A PI,.

Lay-A-Way A
Save

tor rrray

rrwielltsiron

1ilttiithJLh

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

&al

LA)ZOOY

HITACHI
VTC-3 VHS VCR

Recliner Now

On Our Everyday Low
Price on our Wooden
Jewelry Boxes
With this coupon
LAY-A-WAY NOW

Plus Several Other Models'
To Lay-A-Way Now For Christmas.
10% Down Will Hold
Your Lay-Away
Best Prices For The Best Quality

Dealer.
90-Day
Lay-Away
Gifts For
The Entire
Family
•

$20 Down will hold your
La•Z•Boy Recliner until Christmas

Keeps jewelry orgoniz
ea in multiple drawers,
compartments, revolving rocks.

TAVSALES

CENTER
K-Mort U.S. 641

CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY

North

Space Saving Frigidaire "Pixie"

ECNO,thePowerfu/Pro-OualitrAfrernatire

Now on Sale

Puts Any VCR
On Layaway

Save big on this
powerful, pro-quality
ECHO 18 ' bar, 44tc
Chain Saw'

Over 2000 Movies In
—Stock—

10% Down Will Hold
Your Lay-Away

CS 4401VI

When you're ready to
tackle tough jabs the easy way.

Mon -Sat

• teckruve Pro ire'

fat ersi
• Olorer

No Down Payment
No Pa ment Until Christmas
_....01111.1111111isra.

eletpone wow

SIVIS
prearerful

• oginlome

2 spoke wont

bilanCed

• AufrrninO men kens
• Av. rereliOn WSW,

SAVE $30"
Hwy. 641 North

Sales & Rental
Central
Shopping
Center

753-7670

Use our
convenient
layaway for
Christmas.

Mon.-Sat. 9-9,
Sun. 12-6
753-4110

THL ntustrust
.1.1.M.Lti
MONDAY, ocroszR 28, 1886
LEGAL NOTICE
Summary of the ballot on the voting machine face for the election on
Tuesday, November 5, 1985
as required by KRS 424.290.

Sample Ballot
General Election, Tuesday, November 5, 1985

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
AFTER MARKING YOUR BALLOT
lam Lours In Voting Positioo
With Crosses Showing Like This
7
7
7
DON'T PUSH THEM BACK
The Mocha* Dou This For Yoe and Chan Itself For Nut Voter

COLUMN I

E nil XITCII
1.

WARRIOR— Till
f23 MIAS MIST RE
HIVING ru TOTE
TI REGISTEI
3TllMSlTCIU1T,

. TI CLOSE CURTAINS
M MAK YOU IALLOT AND
UAW KAM
SIMI; --0

For Judge of the District Court
42nd Judicial District
Vote For One

REPUBLICAN
PARTY

COLUMN 2

t OLt MN 3

DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

GENERAL ELECTION

GENERAL ELECTION

TUESDAY, NOV 5 1985

TUESDAY NOV 5 1985

immk ci Ramk

For County Judge-Executive

WEAKS

For County Attorney

OLL'MN 4

Non-Partisan

Non-Partisen

JUDICIAL
BALLOT
42nd JUDICIAL DISTRICT

CITY
OF
HAZEL

GENERAL ELECTION

GENERAL ELECTION

TUESDAY, NOV. 5, 1985

TUESDAY, NOV 5, 1985

David C.

BUCKINGHAM

George H.

(Vote For One)

0

ci

ci

Robert 0

MILLER

(Vote For One)

For County Clerk

El

Teresa

RUSHING

0

WILLIAMS

Ei

(Vote For One)

For Sheriff
(Vote For One)

For Jailer

ci

Huel C

JONES

(Vote For One)

For Property Valuation Administrator

0

Charles

HALE

(Vote For One)

For Coroner

12

Tommy

WALKER

(Vote For One)

0

For Magistrate
(District 3)

(Vote For One)

_

CITY OF HAZEL

=====fgeWO

(Vote For One)

Vrie

Fnur

ci
ci

c../

ow•- •..are

viitstaxAG

1

For Mayor

For Council

Hilly H.

HUDSON

ci
ci
INE0
simik ci NEN0
ci
ci
ci

MYATT
PEIPER
Herman

GUTHRIE

District 2
Will Ed Stokes

District 3
Ralph Bogard — on sample ballot

CONSTABLE
District 1
Paul Henry
District 4
Billy J. Baientine

-•.••••••••-•-•

111.

•

District 4
Dan Miller

•

;Jew
,
.

0

Johnny

MILLER

0

Brooksie

MADDOX

Note these additions for: different districts for magistrate and
constable and Murray City Council.

Dick Rutledge

D

Richard

Har.el

FOR CITY COUNCIL
Republican Party

0

Donnie

a,

FOR MAGISTRATE
District 1
Clyde Hale

PAGE 11

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
FOR CITY COUNCIL
John Ed Scott
E.B. Howton
Keith Hays
Ruby Hale
Howard Konen
Mike Outland
Bill Cherry
C.0 .Lowry
L.D. Miller
Charles Walston
Cherie*(Chuck) Foster
Thomas Stephen Sammons

+on.

0
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Most unlikely champs
Royals slam Cards, 11-0, in 7th Series game
KANSAS CITY (AP) - The Kansas City
Royals finally have a crown as big as the one
atop their scoreboard. They are champions.
Most unlikely ones.
Two years after a drug scandal wrenched
them apart, and one night after they received the
gift of an umpire's controversial call, 1985's losingest division winners peeled their backs off the
wall one final time and staged the greatest comeback in World Series history. They did not just
beat the St. Louis Cardinals; they destroyed
them Sunday night, 11-0, in the seventh game.
In the 82 years these classics have been staged,
no team ever had lost the first two games of a
World Series at home and come back to win it all.
Now Kansas oily has.
"It would take me two or three weeks to tell
you about this season," Royals Manager Dick
Howser said, reflecting on the late-season
charge when they overtook California to win the
American League West and the victories that
wiped out Toronto's three-games-to-one lead in
the AL playoffs.
"No one likes to be behind like we have been
this year, and always battling the odds. To put it
mildly, we never did anything easy, from the
regular season to the playoffs to the World
Series."
Not easy, but also not new.
The odds were against the Royals even being
in the playoffs. No division winner had repeated
since the 1981 New York Yankees. And with a
week to go in the season, the Royals were tik game
out of first place. They won.
Then came the American League playoffs, and
the Royals were down 3-1 to Toronto, one game
from elimination. They won.
Finally came the World Series, and the Royals
won again, even if Cardinals Manager Whitey
Herzog can't quite believe it.
"I'll give some credit to Kansas City, but they
really aren't that good," Herzog said. "If they
were, they'd have won more than 91 ballgames
during the season. ... We won 108 games this
year. Nobody else did that. They struggled in a
very weak division. They couldn't have won the
National League East. They couldn't have won
the American League East."

But they won the World Series.
While Bret Sagerhagen, Kansas City's proudest new father and Most Valuable Player of
the Series, silenced the St. Louis batters like so
many Little Leaguers Sunday night, the Royals
battered John Tudor, the Cardinals' ace, and a
few of the pitchers who followed him to the
mound.
Saberhagen, who had begun the Royals' comeback with a six-hitter and a 6-1 victory in Game
3, climaxed it in Game 7 with a five-hit shutout
that left St. Louis with a collective batting
average of .185, the lowest ever in a seven-game
Series.
"Having a baby two days ago is my biggest
thrill," the 21-year-old Saberhagen said. "This
was a close second."
Tudor, who had won the first and fourth genies
against Kansas City and had allowed five walks
and one run in those 15 2-3 innings, was gone
after 2 1-3 irulings Sunday night, having given up
four walks and five runs.
After his quickest exit of 1985, Tudor swung at
an electric fan in the Cardinals' clubhouse, requiring a quick trip to the hospital for stitches in
his left index finger.
Almost lost in the drama was Darryl Motley's
two-run homer in the second inning, the only
runs Saberhagen needed. Almost lost was Steve
Balboni's two-run single in a three-run third.
By the time the game ended, Herzog was long
gone, thrown out by plate umpire Don Denkinger
In a raucous fifth inning when the Cardinals
paraded a record-tying five pitchers to the
mound and the Royals scored their final six runs.
"I really didn't mind leaving," Herzog said.
'I'd seen enough.'
In the fifth, with the Cardinals' dreams
dissolving along with their pitching, Herzog called mercurial starter Joaquin Andujar in from
the bullpen.
It was like throwing a hand grenade into an
ammo dump.
Andujar gave up a run-scoring single to Frank
White - that made it 10-0 - and went to work on
Jim Sundberg, who had led off the inning.
When Denkinger called a 2-2 pitch inside, Andujar fumed, waving his arms. Darrell Porter,

Falling
On Hard
Times
St.Louis baserunner
Willie McGee (51) gets
caught in a slide at
home by Kansas City
pitcher Dan
Quisenberry during
last Wednesday's
World Series gem..
McGee wasn't the only
Cardinal caught by
surprise in the Series
as the Royals produced an 11-0 shocker in
the seventh game to
claim the baseball
championship for 1985.
AP Laserphoto

the catcher, headed toward him.
"That pitch was right down the middle." Andujar said. "I called Darrell and asked him where
It was." But Denkinger also headed toward the
mound, an argument ensued and Herzog joined
It, trying to protect his players.In the process, he
happened to mention that he thought the Cardinals should have been celebrating a six-game
triumph instead of playing a seventh.
Denkinger said Herzog related -all this rather
emphatically - obscenely, to be exact. Herzog
was thumbed out.
The next pitch also was called inside. Ball four.
Andujar was howling now, flailing his arms.
Goodbye, Denkinger said - or something to

Shocked UK officials respond to payoff charges
The Associated Press
News of alleged handouts to players disturbed
University of Kentucky officials, Wildcat basketball fans and some of the former team memSers
quoted in the copyright story.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported Sunday that 26 Kentucky players over the past 13
years admitted to receiving various amounts of
money and gifts during their collegiate careers.
Several players questioned Sunday said that
remarks attributed to them were taken out of
context or incorrect. Some said their interviews
were edited in a manner that left a misleading
Impression.
However, John Carroll, Herald-Leader editor,
said his paper's story was well-documented.
"We expected the players would come under a
lot of pressure once the story appeared," Carroll
said Sunday. "We took unusual precautions in
documenting the story. The main precaution was
tape-recording. We are confident the quotes in
the story are 100 percent accurate."

26 players
in 13 years
took gifts
Marion McKenna, a member of the athletics
board, said that "if it (gift-giving) happened at
all, it's not right, because that's against the
rules. On the other hand,in a society such as ours
yqo *onder where to draw the line ... It could
have been done in perfect innocence, although
I'm not sure that can be questioned."
Former Gov. A.B. "Happy" Chandler, a
member of the athletics board and an honorary
member of the board of trustees, said, "If it's

true, I'm deeply saddened.I'm shocked, because
I had no idea that anything like that was going
on. I just now wonder what's going to happen to
us ... in terms of the NCAA."
Cap Hershey, a university trustee and close
friend of former coach Joe B. Hall, told the
Herald-Leader he was "disgusted with ... some
of the things that came out in the article.
"There's some great kids in that program,and
that will alway.s be, in my opinion, a great program. Because some things went a little astray,
if in fact they did, which I'm sure you have
documented very carefully, that's too bad."
Robert T. McCowan, chairman of the board of
trustees, said he "could not make any more comments until we have a thorough investigation."
The newspaper account quoted Fred Cowan, a
1977-81 player, as saying that a coal operator
gave him "a couple hundred dollars ... anytime I
wanted it."
However, Cowan said Sunday that wasn't true.
"Evidently they just misquoted me. I didn't

that effect. He ejected Andujar, too.
It took half a dozen Cardinals to keep the pitcher from getting close enough to the umpire to
do him harm.
Bob Forsch's first pitch, a wild pitch that
allowed the final run to score, was anticlimactic.
So were the final four innings. Howser's biggest fear was that Saberhagen had rested too
long between the fifth and sixth, while the Royals
spent two ticks short of 39 minutes to turn the
game into a shambles.
"He was a little shaky," Howser said, "but
then he settled down and finished up strong."
He could have been talking about 24 other
Royals and 175 other games, too.
say nothing like that at all. I'd rather not say any
more. I'd rather wait and talk to the university
or to the NCAA."
Sam Bowie, whose five-year stint as a Wildcat
ended last year, and other players told the
newspaper they received up to $500 apiece for
speeches and public appearances.
Now a second-year player with the NBA's
Portland Trail Blazers., Bowie told an Oregon
television station Sunday that "as far as myself,
I never received $500 for a speaking engagement. I can't speak for someone else's behalf."
James Lee, a member of the 1978 national
championship team, said that when he talked to
reporters about receiving money for speeches,
he meant appearances after the end of his college career.
"I made it very clear to them that the money I
received was after graduation," Lee said.
Dirk Minniefield, who now plays pro ball for
the Cleveland Cavaliers, was quoted as saying
that he found himself holding a $50 bill after
shaking hands in the Kentucky locker room with
a team booster.
"They put a lot of words in my mouth," Minniefield said Sunday. "I didn't say any of those
things - never said anything about things I
received myself."

Tech fans elated; MTSU luck continues; Racers rock SWMS,36-21
The Associated Press
Tennessee Tech fans
tore down the goal posts
as the Golden Eagles
snapped Division I-AA's
longest losing streak
with a victory over
Morehead State, while
Middle Tennessee fans
breathed a sigh of relief
as their league-leading

team escaped an Austin
Peay upset bid to
highlight the weekend's
Ohio Valley Conference
football action.
The goal posts came
down in Cookeville,
Tenn., Saturday after
Junior fullback Eddie
Hayward ran for three
touchdowns to help the

Golden Eagles halt a own 1-yard line in the
The loss put
17-game losing streak in closing minutes to Morehead State, 1-7 and
a 59-6 clubbing of secure a 17-14 victory 0-5, in the league cellar.
Morehead State.
and keep their record
Middle Tennessee
%Middle Tennessee's unblemished.
proved that football is
Blue Raiders, ranked
In the only other game Indeed a game of inches
third among Division I- affecting the conference - six inches to be exact
AA teams, built a 17-7 standings, 19th-ranked - as the Blue Raiders,
lead against Austin Murray State topped 7-0 and 4-0, stopped
Peay, but needed a fum- Southwest Missouri Austin Peay's rally oneble recovery at their 38-21 in a designated half-foot short of the
league contest for the goal line/
Racers.
Trailing 17-14, Austin
Two teams stepped Peay drove to the Midout of the OVC with dle Tennessee 1-yard
Eastern Kentucky line in the closing
routing Western Ken- minutes where Victor
tucky 51 - 21 and Leavell fumbled as he
Youngstown State drop- attempted to hurdle the
ping a 50-26 decision to middle of the line and
Northern Iowa. Akron, Dejuan Buford
ranked 13th in Division recovered for the Blue
I -AA, enjoyed a Raiders.
weekend off.
The victory allowed
Middle Tennessee to
"Everything went boost its record to 7-0
well for us," said Ten- overall and 4-0 in the
nessee Tech coach Gary
c.
Darnell, whose Golden
Austin Peay compiled
Eagles enjoyed their 396 yards of total offense
largest margin of vic- to Middle Tennessee's
tory since defeating 279, but the Governors
Morehead State 55-0 in lost four fumbles and
1955.
had o..ne aerial
"You have to start Intercepted.
with the defense (which
Middle Tennessee
limited Mot•ehead State jumped to a 10-0
to 66 yards rushing and halftime lead on a
225 in the air)," D rnell 78-yard ,ss.pring_ pass_
Mit
frown-earrvilrecittler to
does thbir j o b:. Robert Alford and
everything seems to 37-yard field goal by
come
easy."
Dick Martin. WIT,
TS11.11315
Tech, 141 overall and.
The Blue Raiders
1-2 in the OVC, roared to wentpn top 17-7 early in
a 36-0 lead in the first the fourth quarter on a
half and _led,49-0 at the 1-yard dive by Kevin
end of three periods.
Baker before the dover-

A.P.R. Financing
on Selected
1985 and 1986
Models
I Pttrdom Metoruincerpo-teteti
omsawbk•Peatiec-codikciekk
Ion
KEST MAIN STREET

PD

ISURMAY, KENTUCKY

121

o

CI 0

nors began to rally.
Austin Peay scored
with 4:11 remaining on a
15-yard pass from Mike
Williams to Dale Edwards and got their final
chance at victory when
Scott Fox intercepted a
Collier pass at the Middle Tennessee 33.
Rodney Payne scored
twice to highlight a
29-point Murray State
outburst in the third
quarter as the Racers
upped their league
mark to 3-2 and overall
record to 5-2-1.
Payne, who finished
with 90 yards rushing,
scored on runs of 1 and 2
yards.
Also in the third
quarter, James Yar;
borough scored on a
29-yard return of a
blocked punt and the
Racers added a safety
when Southwest
Missouri quarterback
Tom Leeker was flagged for intentional grounding in the end zone.
Willie Cannon rounded out the third-period
scoring with a 2-yard
run.
- .
Murray State went.to
trailing
14-t at
andFrank Beamer, Racer
head coach, let it be
known he was unhappy
with his team's
performance.
"We had a little talk
at the half," Deemer
said. "It wasn't about

Xs and Os, but rather
about the fact that we
weren't tackling, passing, catching, or running the football. Basic
football fundamentals. I
told our guys then that
the game was going to
boil down to who wanted
it the most."
Eastern. Kentucky
running backs Vic
Parks, James Crawford
and Elroy Harris rushed
for two touchdowns
each as the Colonels,
5-1-1, tamed Western
Kentucky in their annual game.
Sophomore Mike
Smith fired four
touchdown passes, including two to freshman
Sherod Howard, and
Northern Iowa's offense

put together 559 total
yards to overwhelm
Youngstown State, now
4-4.
Murray St.
39903939-39
SW fitiseatiri
0707 MI 07 — 11
SWM — Wlikisis 35 blocked punt
return (Gasser kick)
MSU — Bird 4 run (Rickert kick)
SWM — Williams 3 run (Gamer
kick)
MSU — Payne I run (Rickert
kick)
MSU — Yarborough 26 blocked
punt return (Kick failed)
MSU — Safety Looker illegal pass
from end sone
ABU — Payne 2 run (Rickert
kick)
MSU — Cannon 2 run (Rickert
kick)
SWM — Witt I run (Gasser kick)
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — Murray St. Payne
21-110. Cannon 12-44. SW Missouri,
Williams 6E1, WM 11-21
PASSING — Murray St., Sisk
Dercher 1.1421. Wasnichak 0140 SW Missouri. Linker
9144.39 Artstrburn 244144.
RECEIVING — Murray St., McCormick 6-110, King $-43. SW
Missouri Lopes. 4-114. Jackson 11-24.

MSU harriers place 2nd
MOFtEHEAD,Ky.- Both Murray State cross
country teams finished second in the Ohio
Valley Conference championships, hosted by
Morehead State on Saturday.
The Racers scored 66 points to place behind
Austin Peay's 51. Akron was third with 69.
William Jordan placed third overall for the
Raters with a 24:52 clociing and Lance Winders
lallevAnth 11)
.t. 24:09 tolitYLV&VEllealleqd
top 10.
finieher.
The MSU Lady Racers placed three runners
In the top 10. but still came in second to Eastern
Kentucky, 21 to 56. Akron was third with 61.
Nina Thunderburk led the Lady Racers with a
sixth place finish in 17:46. Theresa Colby came
In eighth overall in 17:56 and Cathy Hein came
hi ninth in 18:0S.
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Murray High bound for state in third season

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. - A guaranteed winning
season and a first-ever trip to the state playoffs
were two benefits of the first regional soccer
championship by the Murray High Tigers.
The continuation of a winning tradition was
another.
Completing a three-game sweep through the
regional tournament at University Heights

Academy, MHS knocked off Madisonville North
Hopkins, 4-0, on Saturday to win the Region I
championship.
MHS coach Rob Williams, who coached the
first Tiger soccer team to an undefeated regular
season three years ago, said this year's team has
definitely been a surprise for him.
"That first team probably had two or three
athletes with superior soccer skills, but on this
team these players have more overall team skill.

THE 'D' DID IT ( Above) Dr. Rob
Williams, who helps
coach the Murray High
soccer team, credited
the overall teamwork
and defense of the
Tigers for winning the
team's first regional
championship. (Right)
Carl Keeslar and Ken
Mikulcik sandwich a
Madisonville offensive
player during Saturday
action in Hopkinsville.
Photos by Jim Rector

Calloway County cross country teams
capture first, second in regional meet
OWENSBORO, Ky. In a not-so-unexpected
finish, the Calloway
County Laker cross
country team won the
regional championship
for the sixth time in the
past seven years and the
Lady Laker squad placed second in the region
for the second straight
season.
Dan Thompson,
Calloway boys coach,
said before the regional
race that the real competition wouldn't come
until the state meet.
"But it could have been
disastrous if we had lost
on Saturday," he
admitted.
The Lakers, defending Class 2A state
champions, ran through
the field of eight complete teams and several
independent runners at
Daviess County High
School and won the
region crown with 36
total points.
However, some unexpected competition
cropped up from
Paducah Tilghman
which came in second
with 64. Warren East
was a distant third with
83.
"We were kind of surprised that Tilghman
did so well - as were a
lot of people at the
meet," Thompson said.
"Last year we had all
five of our runners
finish in the top 10, but
this year Tilghman
snuck up on some
people."
The Lakers were led
by a second-place finish
by Mark Charlton who
was clocked in the 5,000
meter event in 17:04.
Timmy Manning came
in fourth, Kevin
Garland ninth, Randy
Sons 11th and Scott Nix
13th to round out the
Calloway scorers.
In the girls' competition, Calloway scored 52
to Webster County's 41
and Again Warren East
was a distant third with
ffe.
Coach Sue Outland
will take her Calloway
girls to the state again
this year with intentions
of trnproving on last
years 10th place finish
Pam Knight was the
top individual for the

Lady Lakers on Saturday as she placed third
with a 12:11 time. Janna
Wilson finished ninth,
Connie Ross 10th, Sherri
Lamb 14th and Amy
Ferguson 16th. Kris
Miller came in 20th and
Marcia Grimes 28th, but
their scores were not
counted in the team
total.

This Saturday both definitely underdogs
Calloway squads will this year," Thompson
travel to the Lexington said. -I'd honestly have
Horse Park for the state to rank us second behind
meet.
Fort Thomas Highlands
Even though the because, basically,
Lakers are defending we're unproven this
champs, Thompson year. We haven't had
believes his team will everyone healthy long
have a tough row to hoe enough this season to
to repeat the title.
show what we can do as
I'd say we are a team

SCOREBOARD
For health
Insurance to help
pay soaring
hospital and
surgical bills, check
with State Farm.

There aren't as many strikers, but the teamwork
is outstanding and they play superb defense like today," Williams said Saturday afternoon
The Tigers' demigod defense appeared to peak
in the championship match after reluctantly
relinquishing single goals in each of the first two
rounds.
Altogether the Tigers out-scored their regional
tournament opponents, 14-2, and didn't allow a
goal in either of the first two contests until midway or late in the second halves.
A vital link in the Murray defense was the sterling, shutout goalie play by Ben Yoo. But, in
modest style, Yoo refused to take credit for his
team's success.
"The defense did the work, I was just behind
them," Yoo said.
The Tigers lost 6-2 against Madisonville in the
early part of the regular season, but at that time
Murray was playing without the services of Yoo
and center fullback Ken Mikulcik.
After a struggling start, Williams made a few
personnel adjustments - moving Don Brock
from midfielder to forward and Mikulcik to
center fullback - and the Tigers responded.
"We didn't gel for a long time," Williams said
"We lost some close games and at times our guys
were getting discouraged. But, instead of giving
up, they got stronger as a team and became more
determined."
The determination paid off on Saturday as
Madisonville took the offensive early and played
the first 10 minutes in Murray's end of the field.
The teams see-sawed for the next five minutes
and with about 15 minutes expired, Joey Rexroat
scored after he made a long, reaching save with
one foot, then fired a shot from left to right into
the corner of the Madisonville net.
The assist went to Brock who also helped on the
second MHS goal which came off the foot of Greg
Knedler during a mix-up in front of the Madisonville goalie box.
Tigerdefensive plays came fait and furious as
the Maroon offense tried to recover from the 2-0
deficit. Fullback Carl Keeslar turned back
numerous assaults, as did Mikulcik and midfielder Luke Harrington. Mark Whitaker also ignited the Murray spirits during one span when he
made two outstanding prone tackles at midfield
to strip Madisonville dribblers in the first half.
As the Madisonville tempers flared, resulting
in two red-card player ejections, the Tigers maintained their cool and chalked up two more goals
after halftime. Craig Schwettman had a shot for
Murray stopped a foot short of the net by an alert
Madisonville defender, shortly after intermission, but the Tigers scored later when Knedler
scored his second goal of the day off a direct kick
which was set up by a midfield penalty kick.
Brock, the team's leading scorer in the

POINTING THE WAY - Murray High goalie
Ben Yoo, who didn't allow a single goal in the
regional playoffs, gives directions to his teammates during Saturday's 4-0 regional championship victory over Madisonville North Hopkins.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
regional playoffs, was sent to the sidelines with
head and leg injuries in an incident which also
brought about the ejection of a Madisonville
player. The Maroon defender stomped on Brock,
who had fallen after a head-pass attempt, fnidway through the second half.
Even without Brock for the remainder of the
game, the Tigers rallied for another score when
Brock's replacement - Art Bailey - muscled-in
a shot from a few yards out after Knedler set up
the play with a corner kick.
Tonight the Tigers, 6-4-1, travel to Ballard High
School to play Tates Creek in the 8 p.m. first.
roundstate tournament game.
A victory tonight will send Murray to Jeffersontown to play DeSales, Tuesday night at 8 p.m.
The semifinals will be played Thursday at
Ballard at 6 and 8 p.m. and the state finals will be
Saturday at 7 p.m. at Ballard.

OUR PRICE MAKES
IT A GREAT BUY!

8.75%
1985 Bronco II

Up To 48 Months

1985 Ranger
Like a good
neighbor
State Farm is there
S,•••P.,O

•utomobtio In•••••••<• Corn
044,4• Illoorponglon illneos

National Football League Standings
N Y Jets
Miami
New England
Indianapolis
Buffalo
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Houston
Pittsburgh
Denver
LA Raiders
Seattle
San Diego
Kansas City

[Sebes
N Y Giants
Philadelphia
Washington
Si Lool.

National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
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W L T Pd. PF
6 2 0
750 173
5 3 0 .625207
5 3 0
625 156
3 5 0
375 158
1
7 0 .125 104
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4 4 0
500 141
3 5 0
375 237
3 5 0
375)39
3 5 0 .375 173
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6 2 0
750 200
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0
4
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3 5 0 .375 151
NATIONAL CONFfRE NCE
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4 0
4
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1
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San Francisco
4 4 O
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New Orleans
3 5 O
375 163 207
Atlanta
i7 O
125 161 240
SUnday's Gimes
Dallas 24. Atlanta 10
Philadelphia 21. Buffalo 17
Denver 30. Kansas City 10
Indianapolis 37. Green Bay 10
Houston 20. St. Louis 10
Detroit 31. Miami 21
Chicago 27. Minnesota 9
New England 32. Tampa Hay 14
New York Jets IT. Seattle 14
Washington 14. Cleveland 7
Cincinnati 24, Pittsburgh 21
New York Giants 21, Nev. Orleans 13
San Frani 1.114.0 2A. Los Angeles Rams ii
Monday's Game
San Diego at Los Angeles Raiders
Chicago
Detroit
Minnesota
Green Bay
Tampa Bay

Major College Football Results
MIDWEST
College Football
FAR WEST
Bowling Green 24. Kent St 14
Saturdays Scores
Air Force 37. l'tah 15
Cent Michigan 17 E Michigan
EAST
Arizona St 21. Washington St 1,
10
Colorado St 30 Wyoming 19
Army 45 Colgate 43
Cincinnati 24. Boston College 17
Fresno St 3$ Utah st IS
Navy 21, Pittsburgh 7
Illinois
Wisconsin
38.
25
Hawaii 27. New Mexico 17
Penn St 27. W. Virginia 0
Iowa 49. Northwestern 10
Long Beach St 38. New Meal,
Rutgers 20. Richmond 17
Kansas St 20 Missouri 17
St 17
Syracuse 20. Temple 14
Oregon 19 San thrgo St 37
Miami. Ohio 32. N Illinois 13
SOUTH
Michigan 42. Indiana 15
San Jose St 34, Pa, if,, I 24
Alabama Mt Memphis St 9
Michigan St X. Purdue 24
SW Louisiana 20 Nes 1 /A S S
•
Auburn 21. Mississippi St 0
Nebraska 17. Colorado 7
Clemson 39. N Carolina St 10
Notre Dame 37. Southern Cal 3
Stanford '2$
2fr Arizona 17
Florida 36, Virginia 75,0 13 '
Ofilo St 23 Minnesota VA
UCLA 34 California 7
Florida St 20 N Carolina 10
Oklahoma St 17. Kansas in
Georgia 26 Kentucky 6
Toledo 24. Ohio
111.
Georgia Tech 6. Tennessee I. tie •
Ildishorng NO lows SI .14
-W4 Michigan 34. Ball St
• Marylazia 40. puke .1P
,
Wichita itt 33 t gin°, 11
Miami Fla 45 Loula00110
11.12 '"42'
-11:";11
111s-ICI Me1
r`41%045 21
9.7
14-4:;bam
SOUTHWEST
Mississippi 35. Vanderbilt 7
Yotilig IS
•
Arkansa•
Carolina 52 E Carolina 10
Times. AlkM 43 Rice 2$
oo.
Baylor'43 Tesas
irginir•Ai Wake Forest IS
Tulsa 44. 5 Texas St 17
Map/

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

Ends Oct. 31st
Up To 48 Months

86 BRONCO II 86 RANGER
85-86 TEMPO 85-86 ESCORT
Manual Transmission Manual Transmission
With Approved Credit.

Ends Nov. 22nd!

PARKER FORD
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CLASSIFIEDS
1 .Legal

*gal

1

NOTICE OF SALE
Public notice is
hereby given that the
United
States of
America,
acting
through the Farmers
Home Administration, has for sale the
following -described
real property:

1 .legal

A farm consiting of
126 acres located approximately 8 miles
northeast of Murray,
Kentucky, on the
Davis-Mitts Road.
The property will be
sold under the following conditions:
For cash or terms of

not less than 10%
downpayment and not
to exceed 25 amortized
payments
at
11.625% annual interest for the balance
of the purchase price.
A 10% deposit is required, which will be
promptly refunded if

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
43 Pigpens
45 Harvest
46 Rubber tree
48 More unusual
SO Music as
written
51 Prohibits
53 Mix
55 Agave plant
56 Shot at from
cover
59 Football t m
61 Transactioris
62 Church
official

ACROSS
1 Antlered
animal
6 Degrade
11 Young
women
12 Rely on
14 Indian
mulberry
15 Permits
17 Thus
18 Fruit seed
20 Lavishes
- fondness on
23 Tropical fruit
24 Cicatrix
26 Danger
28 Compass
Point
29 Weird
31 Buccaneers
33 Ripped
35 Bristle
36 Far
39 Trades for
money
42 Equally

DOWN
1 111-will
2 Hypothetical
force
3 Lubricate
4 Sow
5 Bar legally
6 Paid notice
7 Beryllium
symbol
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„
14
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8 Simian
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10 Motor
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disuse
13 Venetian
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IL MIS ED SCHOOL

stESTERDAY BECAUSE
I I-IAD A COLD...

•

SLOBMTEETHSINE-OFRIGEEN6TKMUSTGIODNISNGGWCAOBRLEVODEUSN.D..

L1MIO4IT0NE6WORSE14WAS. . A WHY?

2 .Notice
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms individually formulated.
753-0658. 10-5. closed
Sat.

riMP
(
-- C1:7NEM /0-28

CAM I HAVE
A COOKIE?
I I-4QR-1WHERE'
/'tWSELF
AT
SCHOOL

I KNEW I
SHOULD HAVE.
WRJTTEN TT
DOWN
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r0 - 2$

KIANG!

OKAY! OKAY)
YOU DIDN'T HAVE
TO SHOUT

dr"
TIP

RCIE LA?

462A011
"0 2Ase5

7

ITS SO F066Y
ouT6i PE,YOU CAN'T
SEE YOUR I-4ANt?
FRONT OF YOUR

see-fix! I
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TO `OW
or.ii

4E)
ot
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0-28
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(12)
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m
ii
r
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12 Months
Interest Free
Financing

LET'S GO
OUTSIDE

MOO
(..1 1444•V

ta

Need An
Extra Car For
A Few Days?
14 Per Day
14' Per Mile

At
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617

Rent From Gene

FREE 12 inch pizza
with the purchase of
any 3 item 16 inch pizza,
carry out only. No
coupon necessary. Good
10-31-85 thru 11-7-85,
Demlrio's Pizza Inc., 810
Chestnut St., 753-9844.

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.
Olds Pam Cad Buick
•

Guaranteed Repair
Service
On Car & Home Stereo
World of Sound
222 S. 12th
753-5865
•

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER
Has
Heavy Duty
Mufflers For

*2995
Installed
200 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
-753-6 1

6. Help Wanted
ARTIST'%, models,
temporary part-time,
salary $5.00 per hour.
Experience and artistic
sensativity preferred.
Work will be assigned
according to need for
models for Spring
semester, 1986. Contact
Art Department,
Murray State Universt y . 502-762-3784.
EOEMF.
130DY man wanted with
minimum 15 yrs. experience. Call Mike
Barnett at J. Frank
Motors, Indianapolis,
Ind. 317-291-4108.

,.

Brick Mason for
Dayton Ohio
1119.10 an hour
Only qualified
need apply.
513-263-9402
502-554-2622

A DREAM COME TRUE...
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
If you're a people person end are reedy to earn
$25,000, $30,000 or more per year, then this is
the opportunity for you.The sky Is the limit! Join
the No. 1 franchise weight loss program in the
world by owning your own DIET CENTER. This service requires low overhead and low inventory.
There is a local DIET CENTER territory available
In northern Tennessee. Personal health end
weight control is the way of the future. You can
be part of that future. Join over 2,000 DIET
CENTERS...become a WEIGHT LOSS PROFESSIONAL. ACT NOW. For more Infonnatien tall
502-753-4742 after 7 p.m. or write Lodestar
Enterprises, Inc. 311 N. 7th Street, Murray, KY
42071.

DIET
CENTER

)

44
1•14,
81.4(

2S'
r

10-28

hoOm JUST BEAT THE
DAG4-ers OUTTA
FOCI EATING A ;Piece
60 CAKE Si-4E
E,AKEci =tog
-r-i4g CHURCH
DAZAAQ!

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $000.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
ROLIDAY Inn of
Murray is accepting
applications for restaurant personnel &
management. Apply at
the front desk.
LADY to live in with
invalid lady. Room,
board and salary. Call
759-1661.
LEGAL secretary.
paralegal. Challenging
position. Computer &
accounting skills required. Law office experience & shorthand
helpful. Submit rsume
to: P.O. Box 1040-L,
Murray, Ky.
OLAIsI Mills needs
several telephone sales
people to start work
Immediately. No experience necessary, we
train. Also, need
messenger with small
car for light delivery
work. Apply in person to
Dot Adler, Holiday Inn,
Murray, Ky. on Monday
Oct. 28, 5p.m. to 9p.m.
and Tuesday through
Friday 9a.m. to lp.m. &
5p.m. to 9p.m. EOE. No
phone calls to motel.
OPERATING ROOM
TECHNICIAN. Immediate openings for
operating room
technicians. Varied
shifts. Certified or certified eligible preferred.
Call Personnel Dept.
502-444-2125 Lourdes
Hospital, 1530 Lone Oak
Rd., Paducah, Ky.
42001. Equal Opportunity Employer.
PART Time receptiontstsecretary needed.
Apply in person only.
9am-llam, Allyson
Photography Studio, 304
N 12th, Murray.
REGISTERED NURSES. Registered nurses.
full-time or part-time.
Variety of sh-ifts &
various units. Excellent
salary &.. benefits. Call
Personnel Dept. 502-444,
2125, Lourdes Hospital,
1530 Lone Oak Rd.,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Equal Opportunity
Employer.
UNUSUAL SALES
OPPORTUNITY.
National High Performance Lubrication
Company needs a person in the Murray area.
Permanent, full time
sales position, high
commissions, advancement, Farm and industrial background
helpful. Training when
hired. Call 1-800-527-1193
or send Resume to
Hydrotex, Inc. Dept B.
PO Box 47843, Dallas,
TX 75247.
YOUNG aggressive
computer businees expanding to Murray.
Accepting resumes for
managers and sales
people. Micro computer
experience necessary.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 685, Murray.

Goodyear
Passenger Tires;
Magnavox T.V.'s,
Whirlpool
Appliances.
Only At
RUDOLPH
GOODYEAR
753-0595

Al*

Woce!

6. Help Wanted

5. Lost and. Found
LOST Irish Setter in
vicinity of East Y
Subdivision. Call 7591339 after 5p.m.

•P

mr

Ana.

rulers
16 Walk
19 Separates
21 Goddess of
discord
22 Fathers
25 Disturbances
27 Tardier
30 Muse of
o poetry
32 Stories
34 Wife of
Geraint
36 Bespatters
37 Land
surrounded
by water
38 Spreads for
drying
40 Second of
two
41 Madrid is its
capital
44 Mediterranean vessel
47 Great Lake
49 Small brook
52 Healthiesort
54 Blushing
57 Spanish
article
58 Dysprosium
symbol
60 Brother of
Odin

Legal

1

the offer is not accepted. The current
year's property taxes
will be paid by the
purchases.
Preference will be
given to a cash offer
which is at least 96%
of the highest offer requiring credit. Acceptance of any bid based
on the condition that
FrnHA finance all or a
portion of the sale on
terms will be subject
to approval of the bidder's credit to FmHA.
Offers for purchase
of property will be
sealed bids, and opening of bids will be
public. Bids will be
opened at the FmHA
office, Murray, Kentucky, on November 7,
1985, at 2:00 p.m.
Property will be
sold without regard to
race, color, religion,
sex age, national
origin or marital
status.
Prospective buyers
may inspect the property by appointment.
Bids will be accepted
only on Form FmHA
1955-46, Invitation, Bid
and
Acceptance,
which are available,
along with additional
information about the
property, at the
FmHA office located
at 104 North Fifth
Street, Murray, Kentucky (telephone:
502/753-0162).
The Government
reserves the right to
reject any or all
offers.
Dated this 18th day
of October, 1985.
UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA
By: Ronald W. Nelson
County Supervisor
Farmers Home
Administrator

.4.eato.otka
oCtota.

BECAUSE IT
PROVES I
WASN'T
ADOPTED

9. Situation Wanted
LTIMPTILITT
23ucrse
would Like to care for
elderly person. Call
436-2548.
CHRISTIAN lady will
do light house cleaning,
laundry and or ironing.
Call Carol 436-2548.
I* will stay with elderly
day or night or will
live-in through the
week. Off Sat. & Sun.
Call days 753-4590,
nights 753-3631. I have
good references.
WILL do babysitting in
my home. Call 759-9896
or 758-664.
WILL o house cleaning. Experienced. Dependable. References.
CaU 753-6043.
WITT-MTIKcvecT1S11
753-3111.
WILL rake leaves or do
odd jobs. Call Craig at
753-7526.
1 1 . Instruction
DOES your child need
help in school? I tutor
children in grades 1-4.
Master level. 9 years
experience. Call 7594407 after 5p.m.
1 4 . Want to Buy
2 ROW John Deere corn
planter with fertilizer
boxes. Call 345-2343.
15. Articles for Sale
FRIGIDAIRE dryer,
Maytag washer, $300.
Call 753-6035.
WRIFEI=7.7-7
1.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
16. Home Furnishings
FORMAL cbuch &
chair, new condition,
good Christmas gift.
Black & white console
T.V. Call 489-2440.
size bed, mattress & springs. Call
753-5543 after 5:30p.m.
NEW twin bed with box
springs and. mattress.
Call 753-9644.
SOFA $100. coffee table
$35, trundle bed $200.
Call 7 5 9-9 7 5 3
9a.m.-12noon, after
6p.m.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections. only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.
WHITE French Provincial bedroom suite,
good condition, $150.
Call 753-7659.

FULL

19. Farm Equipment
1968 MODEL TD1.5 8
blade, power
shift, good condition,
$12,500. Call 753 2905 or
435-4.367.
LATE 1979 4400 John
Deere combine, excellent condition, kept in
shed. Call 502-642-2435
or 642-2491.

series, tilt

20. Sports Equipment
4-WHEEL E-Z-GO golf
cart with top. Call
753-9838.
NEW 32 cal. Rossi
revolver, $110. Winchester model 1300 Defender 12 guage. $130.
Call 753-6533 after 5p.m.
REMINGTON M-700270 caliber, excellent,
$225, would consider
Remington 12g. M-870
magmum on trade. Call
753-4811 or 753-0561.
22. Musical
PIANO for sale.
Wanted: responsible
party to assume small
monthly payments on
piano. See locally. Call
credit manager 1-800447-4266.
SPINET Piano by
Baldwin, good condition. Call after 5p.m.
753-7245.
24. Miscellaneous
1.04 ACRES of dark
fired tobacco base.
Round & square bales of
hay, square bales of
straw. 762-2550.
136x28 TRACTOR tire, 1
tubes. Fisher Grandma
wood stove. Excellent
condition Call
_ 753-7369.

24. Miscellaneous
93 "SQ. yards of celery
variegated shag carpet.
Call 753-3424.
CHAIN SAW DULL!
Keith will make your
saw cut good as new.
Stokes Tractor 758-1319.
MOSE out on Z-Brick
products, 501% off while
supply lasts. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
Call 753-3161.
FIREWOOD, $25 a rick,
red oak & white oak.
Call 753-0650.
FIREWOOD- oak &
hickory, delivered &
stacked, $25 per rick.
Call 492-8774 after
1:30p.m.
FREE vacuum bagger
with any new 100 series
Wheel Horse Mower.
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd.,. 753-1319.
1ZEMP Leaf Shredder, 1
year old„ $400. Call
354-6182 or 354-6995.
RENarMEMRE7VM
Working Shop. Custom
made furniture &
cabinets to fit your
need, gun cases, gdn
racks lic bow racks.
Estimates are given.
Orders are now being
taken for Christmas.
Call 753-0834.
kEROSENE heaters:
7200 BTU's $59.99, 14,600
BTU's $69.99, 20,000
BTU's $99.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.

VERTUAN-TinpoM-61g
liquidation sale. Everything must go by Jan.
4th. With our new
shipment there's lots to
choose from. Come in
and browse. Register
for free gift. Open
10a.m.-5p.m. Mon.-Sat.
5 miles North of Benton,
Junction 641 & 08.
52'7-7605.
laT424ZTATNETRIT7-21
run- New. List $6246,
sell $4700- Oct. only.
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
NEW shipment of 1986
MODEL Wheel Horse
mowers, just received
Oct. Only will sell at
1985 prices. Stokes
Tractor 753-131.9.
OAK & hickory for sale.
$25 delivered, $30 de.
livered & stocked.
Phone 436-2904 or 4362548.
PICK-UP TRUCK BED
MATS- RUBBER- all
sizes- DISCOUNT
PRICES so low you
have to come see for
yourself. Stokes Tractor
Co.. Industrial Rd. 7531319
PICK up all your leaves
& grass clippings with
our new lawn vacuum.
Will fit most any riding
mower you may own!
Stokes Tractor. Industrial Rd.. 753-1319.
RAILROAD ties, 3
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.
RED lava rock for
landscaping, 1 Cu. ft.
per bag. $2.95 each.
Murray Lumber Co.,
104 Maple.
REASONED firewood oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
SEASONED wood for
sale. oak & hickory. Call
489-2104.
SEE Murray Lumber
Co. for your plastic
drain and culvert pipe
12". 15", 18" diameter,
Murray Lumber Co..
104 Maple. Call 753-3161.
SILVER Dollar Mobile
Home roof coating, 5
gal. pale $19.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
RUPER sweet feed is
now available at
Shoemaker Seed Inc. at
4th & Chestnut. Including cat, dog & horse
feed. We also have
cleaned corn, cracked
corn, wheat & wild bird
feed. Quality feeds &
low prices.
TAPPAN drop-in electric stove, continuous
clean, green. Excellent
condition. Call 753-3906.
TWO wood burning
stoves: King and Fisher.
1980 Cutlass Broughn 38.
000 miles. Call 435-4454.
WOOD heaters, 25"
brick lined firebox, cast
iron door & grates,
deluxe cabinet with
lift-up cook surface top,
$299.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
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Rent

46. Homes for Sale

4 9 . Used Cars
53. Services Offered
53, Services Offered
53. Services Offered
1 BR furnished apt, air HOUSE for rent or Sale. IN city, 2 --bedroom, 1,
'80
APPLIA
DODGE
NCE
Mirada
REPAIR
: NEED work on
conditioned
Boys 3 BR house in Pan. bath, frame house
WET BASEMENT? We
your
preferred. No pets 121 orama Shores. $275 plus Phone 753-0955 after Coupe, leather, power Factory authorized for trees? Topping, print, make wet basements
everyth
Tappan.
ing.
Sharp
Kelvinat
&
or
and
North. next to fair deposit. No pets. Call 7p.m.
ready to go, $3495. Deals Brown. Service on gas ing, shaping, complete dry. Work completely
grounds. 753-3139.
436-5663.
kY. Lake water fronf On Wheels Auto Sales, and electric ranges, removal and more. Call guaranteed. Call or
BR apt EmbasaY Apt.
Lake water front,
tiovse, 2 BR, brick. For 217 N. 6th St., Mayfield. microwaves, dis- BOVER'S TREE write Morgan ConWHIRLPOOL
$225 per month. 1 BR br brick, furnished sale or lease with 247-2424 day.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
microwave oven with
247-1945 hwashers, re- SERVICE for Pro
apt. Cardinal Apt., $170 house. $325 per month. option. Owner may night
700 watts cooking
frigerators, etc. Eafl fessional tree care. 409A, Paducah, Ky.
per month. Efficiency Call 1-444-8444.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
except late model car as
power, only $4.50 week
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- 753-0338.
apt. at Olive St. Apt.
ODD job specialist, WILL haul your anpart down payment
Rudoph Goodyear, 7535341.
$125 per month. Call 36. For Rent or Lease
$54,500. Call 444-6444.
0606.
!AVE'S WINDQW ceiling fans, electrical, imals to butcher or
753-3530 after 5p.m.
25x60 BUILDING In MODERN 2 BR frame
WICKS in stock for 29. Heating and Cooling
CLEANING SERVICE. plumbing, fencing. You market anytime. Re
apt.,
UnBR
2
near
Murray Call 489-2761 home & lot, well &
, it. You asonable price. Call
kerosene heaters, 88
Professional results. name it, I do
iversity,
heat,
gas
wa- after 6p m.
outbuilding. Near Ky.
brands, 422 models. FISHER wood burning
Satisfied references. buy, I install. You 436-2349. .
furnishe
ter
d $50 de- FOR -lease. 80'x2
break, I fix. Call 436 WILL haul white rock,
1-2 Door
Lake. Priced at $12,900.
Wallin Hardware, stove, mom bear size,
Commercial & r e
excellent condition, posit, $130 per month. commercial building, Call 436-5439.
2868.
sand, lime, rip rap and
Paris, TN.
sidential. Free es
1-4
489-224-4.
Call
Door
880 sq. ft. office area. OR rent. 3 BR home,
timates. Ioq Senior PAINTING=Paper masonary sand, coal,
WOOD for sale. $25 a $150. Call 489-2117.
EXTRA nice, large 2 1200 sq. ft. of shop. Camelot Subdivi
Citizens discount. Call hanging, commerical or dirt, gravel, fill sand.
rick delivered. $20 you
Both cars would
sion.
BR apt., residential Located at 703 S. 4th St. Rent $425, sale $45,000.
Call Roger Hudson,
753-9873 or 436-2845.
residential, Free es
pick it up. Wood is 30. Business Rentals
make
one
nice
car.
area, near shopping AvalLable Dec. 1st. See Call 442-0288 after 5p.m.
timates, References. 25 753 4545 or 753-6763.
located close to town
DENNIS
McClure
conExcellent projet for a
center. Couple or Carlos Black Jr. at
Call 753-2435.
struction. roofing. years experience, WILL rake leaves. Call
vocational student.
graduate student Black's Decorating RUSTIC log home with
Hendon's
painting, plumbing, in- Tremon Farris 759 1987
762 3839.
lovely
stone
fireplac
at
e
preferred. Private. Call Center or call 753-0839.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
$675 FIRM Call
terior or exterior. ROOFING, Plumbing, WILL rake leaves &
the edge of the city. 3
Mini
8a.an.-5p.m. 753-3415,
Stora
ge
Phone 502-382-2689. Rt. Concrete work, Ad
Steve 5 p.m.-10
1973 KENT house
clean gutters. Call 759
bedrooms, central heat
after 5p.m. 753-8756 or 38. Pets -Supplies
1, Sedalia.
Business or Personal
ditions, Painting, 1863.
trailer, 2 BR, kitchen,
p.m. 753-0653
& air, large unfinished
753-7123.
AFRICAN grey parrot, basement which could
living room, bath 84 hall
GENERAL HOME General Carpentry.
Self-storing Units
FLIRNISHED 1 BR apt. Quaker Parak
Can be sold furnished or
REPAIR. 15 years ex- P .A. Molony Co
eet, be finished at minimal
Lights
inside
900
Coldwat
and
er
out
Rd. No Canary-Winged Para- expense. $44,500.
unfurnished. $3500. Call
pertence. Carpentry, 753 - 8628 . Free
Phone
50.
Used
pets.
$140
Trucks
per month. keet & cages. Call Kopperu
-Easy AccessEstimates.
753-0321.
concrete, pluitibing
d Realty 753Call 753-5980.
436-2318.
1949 CHEVROLET roofing, siding. NO JOB SEWING Machine Re1985 MOBILE:horo0
1222 for all details.
NEW 2 BR, cenhheaf AKC Alaskan
14x66. 2 bedroom'l
Mal- VERY comfortable 3 trucls,...needs work. Best TO SMALL. Free es- pair. All makes and
*Boxing
& air, refrige
r. & amute puppies, $125 & BR, 1
bath, all electric with 2
& V2 acres, city offir. Call 753-8950 tftnates. Days 753-6973, models. Home & In*Framing
After 3:P0 p.m.
stove. No pets. Call up. Nice pets, good
before
9p.m.
nights
decks on lot in Kirksey.
474-2276.
dustrail.
and bag closwater, all electric, TVA
492-8834.
guard dogs. Shots & approved.
Lot size I12x220. 'Take
*Barn Posts
Low 40's. 1065 DODGE It ton step GUTTERING by Sears. ing machines. Also
ONE bedroom apart- wormed. Call 753-9390.
side
over payments. Must
pickup. $440. Dc. Sears continuous gut- scissor sharpning.40
Must
see!
753-8289.
*Fence
meat, near downta_WO__POINTER pups- MisCREEKVIEW_
Walt14" radial arm ters installed for your yrs. experience. All
sell. Call 1-354-6413.
!NINA/1
g
Posts
area.
Call
753saw
sissippi
and stand. $550. specifications. Call work guaranteed. KenRifle, Miller's 47. Motorcycles
AT Kentucky Lake's
SELF
9251 or 753-0862.
Craftsman jig saw. 1,4 Sears 753-2310 for free neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Chief and Pork Roll
*Treated Lumber
Cypress Bay Resort
'TAKING applications Breeding. All ages. 1977 KAWASAKI h.p electric motor, estimate.
STORAGE
Area. Two bedroom
Stella, Ky.
*Metal Roofing
for Section 8. Rent Phone 492-8607 days, KZ1000 LTD, corvette $125. 2 large shop INSULA
trailer with large shaded
Hwy. 641 N.
TION blown in
red,
sharp
&
very
*Farm
fast.
Subsidiz
Hardware
ed
apt.
vacuums
1,
after
2 or 3
, $30. Call be- by Sears. TVA ap5p.m. 753-2789.
lot. Lakeview with
24 Hr. private entrance
BR. Apply Hilldale SMALL Conure parrot Must sell. Call after tween 7a. m.-3:30p.m.
privacy. Call collect. 812proved.
Save
BAILE
on those
Y'S
733-6734
Apts., Hardin, Ky. and cage, $75 or trade 6p.m. 474-8817.
753-0521. after 5 & on high heating
853-5386.
and cool1083 XL 600R. Cal' weekends 436-2333.
E qual Housing for gun. Call 436-5510.
Comm
erci
al
roNE15 MriFfriTe;
FARM
ing
bills.
Call Sears
753-9721.
Opportunity.
1980 CHEVY
Moon 14x80 ft., 3 32. Apt. for Rent
STOP paying high
ton
Residential
1984 YAMAHA 225 DX pickup. Excellent4 work 753-2310 for free
LUMBER
bedrms., 2 full baths, 1
prices
for
quality
estimate
dog
.
&
& 2 BR apt. near 34. Houses for Rent
central heat and air.
cat food. We guarantee 3-wheeler, excellent truck. Call 492-8376 J.L. McKnight & Sons
New
&
Old
downtown Murray. 3 BR
conditi
on,
$1000. Call after 6p.m.
SUPPLY
house, 5 miles our dog or cat will eat
Call 753-2596 or 753-6296 Adults
Sawmill on Poor Farm
only. Call 753- from town,
1973 CHEV. PU, long Rd. Buyer
Industrial Drive
after 4p.m.
garage & Super Sweet Feeds or 753-5494 after 6:30p.m.
Free
Estim
ates
standing
of
4109, 762-6650, or 436- carpot.
$225 month, your money back. 26% 1985 HONDA 250SX, bed, power steering, timber. Call 753-7528.
Murray. KY
NICE 12x80 Star, 3 BR, 2844.
deposit required. Call Protein dog food, 50 lbs. electric start, reverse, auto. transmission,
25 Years
1 bath, electric, central
Phone 759-1099
JOINER
'S
comple
2 BR duplex in West- 753-6459 after 5p.m.
te
for $9. Cat food 10 lbs. like new. Call after blue, $750. Call 759-4696
air, dishwasher. Call
tree service, 32 yrs.
wood Subdivision. Call- FOR
p.m. 753-7485.
Experience
evenings & weekends.
rent: 3 bedrooms, $3.95. Shoemaker Seed
753-7146.
experi
ence.
after 5p.m. 753-3966
Also,
RACE Winning 1985 1976 WHITE
2 baths, living room, Inc. at 4th & Chestnut.
Ford
55. Feed and Seed
stumps
mechani
cally
Yamaha Tri-Z, 200 ang truck, in excellent con28. Mobile Homes for Rent 2 BR duplex with car- dining room, den, kitremoved 10" below
port, low utilities, quiet, chen, 2-car garage.
43.
250,
3
Real
wheelers
Estate
.
Priced
HAY for sale. Call
to
dition.
Call 759-4146.
$450
2 QRA_EFL furnished. spacious, country
surface. Call 753-0366.
sell. Call 753-8490 after 6 1980 GMC
753-9721.
Classic
AC/natural gas. Shady ing. Call 753-7951 liv- month plus 1 month DUPLEX furnished on
500 LEE'S CARPET
after deposit. Phone 753-4303 Ky. Lake. about
pickup, power locks,
•
Oaks 753-5209.
220 ft. PmCLEANING. For all
5p.m.
or 1415-384-5273.
sliding window in truck
of water front. Nice for 49. Used Cars
& camper top. Real your carpet & upholsttwo retired couples. On
ery cleaning. For a free
point of Blood river on 1965 VW Bug, new paint, nice. Also, 1970 VW estimat
e call 753-5827.
lake side. About one good condition. $750 or Beetle. Call 753-0366.
Satisfied references.
COS MN) RI! CHEN CABINETS
acre of land. Place for best offer. Call 753-5206 1981 GMC pickup Sierra
dock. For rent or sale after 5p.m. or Classic, V-8 -autanaUc, LICENSED Electrician
x, COS OM WOODWORKING
for
residen
weekend
tial and
s.
extra's. 47,000 miles.
by owner. Call 436-2402
•
1976 BUICK Electra Must sell. Call 753-4703 commercial. Heatin
after 5p.m.
and air condition, gas
-HUNTERS paradise. Limited, good condi- between 8-5p.m.
Description
SOLID
installat
WOOD CABINETS
ion and repair.
Price
Approx. 47 acres, lots of tion, extra nice. Call 1083 J10 JEEP pickup
RAISED PANEL DOORS •
Box Navel Oranges, 4/5 Bushel
4x4. 1 owner. Call Phone 753-7203.
virgin pine, near 753-2898.
•
12.35
BArch • OM • Walnut •
MOODY'S Mower ReBox Hamlin Oranges, 4/5 Bushel
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCCra
Dukedom, TN. Priced 1977 HONDA wagon. 753-8555.
9 85
pair.
KITCHEN.
Pickup
'automa
delivery
&
CABINET
tic,
,
rebuilt
TOPS
•
enVANITIES
at
$14,000. Call 502-362Box Pink Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE II FURNITURE REFINISHI •
8 85
Call 753-5668,
52 Boats -Motors
gine. Call 474-2325.
421 2 or after 5p m
Box Tangelos, 4/5 Bushel
COMPITTTIVI PRICES Drib. Sy 44 See Ovr DI.l.yNG El
'10.85
0
1977 MERCURY 1982 CREST III Pontoon
502-527-9710
Case •HiDensity Froz. Orange Juice, 24-12 Oz. Cans
0
Marqui
s, $1500. Call boat, 24 ft., all furni32.00
Leaf Removal ▪ 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
Case •HiDonsity Froz. Grapefruit Juice, 24-12 Oz. Cans.
46. Homes for Sale
753-6533 after 5p.m.
.. 23.00
ture, 50 h.p. motor with
10._•••••
•
•••••••••••9•p•
Case Pecans, 12 One-pound Bags, fresh shelled
Leaf Removal
3 BEDROOM brick, 2 1978 BUICK Le Sabre. lift, ,camping enclosure.
39.50
full baths, 30x30 game --local car, 1 owner, extra Excellent condition.
1 Lb. Bags
Leaf Removal
3 50
Call 436-2289 after 6p.m.
room, 15x21 den, 15x24 nice. Call 753-3895.
Case Pecans, 12-9 Oz. Cans Southern Roasted
32.30
Any
living
1979
Size Yard
CHEVRO
room,
LET
SAVE
2
Malcar
$2000
over Spring
Case Redskin Peanuts, 12-20 Oz. Cans
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
22.35
garage, 3,000 sq. ft. ibu. Small V-8, air, ps, pb. price. 33 foot Seagoing
Case Redskin Peanuts, 6-4 Lb. Cans
Gold
Call
Fresh
753-1469
paint
Silver
after
inside
with
5pm.
large
&
31.75
front deck, 4
Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12-20 Oz. Cans
out. New carpet. 1981 LINCOLN Town cyl. Volvo engine, air.
Closed
Closed
24.00
Located on double cor- car, signature series, shower, radios, tape
Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 6-4 Lb. Cans
Yesterday 326.00
Yesterday
33.60
6.20
ner lot in East Y loaded, excellent con- player, excellent condiGrapefruit Sections, No Sugar (Diet), 24-16 Oz. Cans
Opened
Opened
18.00
Subdivision, $65,000. dition. $8,800. Call 753- tion. $8000. See at Town
Orders must be placed prior to November 15, 1985.
Today
327.00
Call 753-5717.
Today
& Country Marina or
6.21
8683.
Up
3 BEDROOM brick 1081 MERCURY Lynx 618-524-2533.
1.00
Up
.01
P.O.
Box 307
ranch, 14 baths. at- 4-dr. wagon, PS. PB,
Compliments of:
753-3362
tached 2 car garage, air, AM-FM, 4-speed 53. Services Offered
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
pool, wood burning 70,000 mi., good condi- ALL type masonr
y
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 4207
stove,
7.5 acres with 5 tion, reduced to $2200. work, block, brick, STUMP
D.M.D. P.S.C.
REMOVAL
753 7 1 1 3
acres tendible. $49,500. Call 753-9553 after 6p.m.
concrete, driveways, SERVICE.
We boy Gold Silver A Diamonds
Call 437-4967.
1982 FORD Escort, 2 sidewalks, patios, house Mechanically removed
Hours: 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday
3 BR, 2 bath, large door, maroon. Call 759- foundations, new
10 inches below the
family room (could be 4421 before 3p.m.
chimneys or chimney surface, no damage
to
used for mother-in-law 1982 RED 'Trans AM, repair. 25 years ex- surrounding
lawn.
apt.) Quiet street near low miles, air, ps, pb, perience. Free es- Larry Wood
753-0211 or
shopping center. power lights, AM/FM timates. Call Charles 1-443-8682.
Hopkins Insurance Agency
$55,000. Call 753-4486.
cassette, sharp. $8200 Barnett 753-5476.
TREES trimmed or
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
4 BR on 2 1/2 acre lot, 2 753-0521 between 7a.m.- APPLIANCE
removed. Also, yard
car garage, lots of out 3:30p.m.
SERVICE. Kenmore. work. Experi
enced.
buildings. Kirksey area. 50 QUALITY used cars Westinghouse, Free
estimates Call
(at the corner of 13th & Poplar)
$23,000. 1-247-0102.
& trucks in stock now. Whirlpool. 23 years 436-2690
AN extra good 2 bed- Deals On Wheels Auto experience. Parts and
room brick house. Sales, 217 N. 6th St. service. Bobby Hopper,
Aluminum
Electric heat plus Mayfield, Ky. Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
fireplace on a large lot. 1-247-2424.
806 N. 18th St. Call '89 PLYMOUTH Fury Business 753-4872. 436Call
Aluminum and vinyl
115 S. 13th
753-3796.
III, V-8, entire 'car 5848 (home).
Office Hours
Telephone
siding. Custom trim
ENJOY beautiful Lake excellent condition. 1
sales at Sears
Hopki
Murray, Ky.
Dr.
Tom
ns
work. References.
By Appointment
view from this 4 Br, 2 owner, reasonable offer now. Call Sears 753-2310
(502) 753-6234
(502)
753-6
42071
202
Call Will Ed Salley,
bath brick home in considered. Phone 759- for free estimate for
Panorama Shores. 2 4613.
733-06119
your needs.
kitchens, fireplace_ in '78 BUICK Park Ave.,
den. Unbelievable low excellent condition.
price. $35,000. Contact Best buy ever. 84,000
111.1W-11-111-.1iiciLlua..9-2.-R-111-A41-1-1-R-91-89-R-11-R-R-A-R-R-LI
Kopperud Realty 753- miles. $2700. Call 753S-R-11-11-11-11-1-1-16.
01•
o
1222.
7275.
GOVERNMENT homes '79 BUICK Regal Sport
from $1 (U repair). Also Coupe, Turbo V-6, sun
delinquent tax pro- roof, power everything,
perty. Call 805-687-6000 $3295. Deals On Wheels
This Ad From The Paper
Ext. GH-8155 for Auto Sales, 217 N. 8th
information.
St..
Mayfield
.
247-2424
.e. ANTIQUES * COLLECTIBLES * PRIMITIVES .6 Two
And Save For A
0%
bedroom brick day, 247-1945 night.
home,
den
'84
with
VOLKS
•
WAGO.
wood
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
• burning fireplace, gar- Rabbit GTi, air, N
.
5
FAL, NOV. 1, 1985,9:03 A.M. SAT., NOV. 2,1995,9:02 A.M.
8
•
age and pond on approx. speed, AM/FM cass•
Awls@ conducted MUM,rale er slime. Woe year chair.
•
Leech tirel be evallable.
2 acre lot. State Line ette, red. Excellent
•
•
WM. the Mali and all contents el Me Trio alles Males MA located el the to
Rd. west of Hazel, Ky. condition. $6950 Call
•
•
Insect*, of the Ky/Teee. State Ulm a Weeders,le kWh Mee,Teem
6 a.m.-10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Call 498-8749.
436-5610.
•
•
Tbks ?Mastic tineday emcees elll be a lest-peced Kneeled's' el we MleresIbq sod
•
•
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
.
valuable dee after eeettoor.. Nolhlop Is added, sedges has bees removed, since be awn
•
911
•
were locked moo September Ti. Items eill eel be add he any pailladm elder. There vill be
•
,
•
•
smnellibp el 'Merest te overview hem the boplesine le the condole' el this meollme
Saturday, November 2nd 10 a.m.
•
s
a
eveoL
Location: Home of the late Thomas Burns in Coban
•
.
This commercial property. located at one of the highest traffic count points in the UM will
v
nal Estates. Turn at Shamrock Resort. sign off 119
sell at absolute aucuon at It 00 a.m Sat . Nov. 2.1985
•
•
Hwy. just past Paris Landing on Murray Hwy Home
.
IWO stay commercial budding, 25465. with concnne boor b restroom on ground kind arid
pumps, plumbing or
•
approx. 2-6/10 miles from Murray Road.
•
4 roan aPartment with bath upstairs. This building only needs your business and attention
electric, then I have
:
Reason For Sale: Mrs. Burns is moving therefore has
•
for many more years as a Fulton landmark Terms for Real Estate: 20% deposit of
earnest
the answer. Call
a
CI4IMIVEY SWEEPS
no further use for following. Everything nice, clean.
money immediately after sale 4 balance si 30 days with deed. Call the auctioneer
for ap
8
Aluminum and Vinyl WO re v.• vv.r,..0
Iel•••••
good shape.
John Glover, limnsI/ointment to prove* the real estate
1••,,.•
•
ck.00.,
%NA
•
LIST: Hide-a-bed, 2-chest of drawers. platform
,..,.
...=
n
•
.c......
lid
with
26
Siding,
'
Custom
i
s
!
years
trim
•
Lots of old store turns • child s ice cream table 4 maws • SlIVINSI IMICIIS bkill & PM.&
rocker, bedroom lamps, nice 4 pc bedroom
4
•sp•rienc•.
WNW se/iglus • kits of gray iti bluewhrts granite • beck collectibles • copperware • tn
work. References. •
----suite, 2-lawn mowers, Webber cooker-charcoal
•
ware• cast Iron • lots of wooden boxes 4 banks• baskets of al shapes 4 sires • lots of
•
Answering service
caddy, gasoline lawn edger, gas cooker, rods &
•
Call
Will Ed Bailey, s,„ :::::::-..`•
old pictures. postcards. stocks 4 bonds & paper isms • old boxes 4 magazines • lots of
provided.
•
reels, 22 ft. alu. ext ladder, tackle box. 2-12 ft
753 344.5
•
e
vintage clothes nc men s. women s. children's, bridal, hats, button shoes. furs • costume
.
ladders, life jackets. skill saw, table saw, drill,
e
753.0689.
•
ieweiry• dress forms 4 mannequins• scales• typewriters• phonograph • churns
7536614
• ets of
a
apt. size gas stove, shop cabinet, 4-gas botUes.
e
primitive household 4 kitchen collectibles• 100s of old bottles, tins 4 containers.
#
e
lots of old
e
McCulloch chain saw & case, 10 Cu. ft
store
items
•
of
lots
advertising
old
Moms roc signs, caisndars, thermometers, give sways.
e
•
refriger
ator, elec. heater, utility table, air comclocks, Vicuota Nipper- • stone tugs. aus. crocks, Cburrd • 10l3 of primitive wood .I won
e
a
pressor, patio table & umbrella, lawn chairs.
..
e
e
4
Idols • marl, inant old dolls of as shapes. sues 4 caors • all kinds of gig:swam • rod
2-TV. tables, metal lawn chairs, 2-porch gliders
e
•
RANDY
dishes 4 flatware • miniatures 4 what nets • several types of lamps • several clocks •
•
w/cushl
ons,
e
6-sm.
tables,
old
wicker
love
seat.
wicker furniture • many antique metal toys. banks 8, marbles • several very old stuffed
e
.
THORNTON
yard tools, concrete bird bath. 2 sq. & 2 round
animals a teddy bears• lots of Nee cad pictures, pints& frames• several poses of miry 8
Send
e
your
•
planters, car creeper. 2-chaise lounges, ice chest,
We .
i(
HEATING AND AIR
a/pc/
•
primitive furniture nc kitchen cabinets, harvest table, stands, dressers, corner cupboards_
packag
es
the
easy
ice
boxes,
5
qt.
elec.
ice
cream
freezer.
elec.
••
•
tables possum betty cabinet, pie safes. some wits old Woe 8 rod berry pant• nice Victorian
CONDIT
IONING
INC. way.
knive, liquidizer, paint roller & pan, 25 ft. tape.
•
e
karroure nc walnut/nimble dresser, excellent oak wardrobe. bed• several nice old cabinets
CIfa niny
•
•
car ramp, timming light, eiec hedge trimmer.
&
passed
display cases • antique ail cookstoves in blue 4 white
porcetan • excellent & r4011
Use
convien
•
our
t
•
wheelba
rrow.
yard cart, post hole digger,
•
coverlet dated 1451 • several nice Quilts• chop block • and wooly 100sIii 00s of other
•
service. We acceptsprtnkler, metal picnic table. kraut cutter. Jewell
•
rims.each.me' , of
lo collectors.
'
.
la dishes, ant. water glasses, candy jar, vase,
•
.
I
.
•••
rffilit can, pickle jar. lg. stainless steel pan, elec
•
.
'Carpe
•Cartts
s
k battery radio, Coleman stove ''at lantern. old
•
•Upholstery
food grinder, pained desk, calculator. 14 ft alu
Illip
Estimates
,
AUCT
IONE
ERBROK
ER
boat & Memphis trailer
.
..
i.
Satisfaction
.
•
.9
Tic.
Route 1, Box 1, Ftilton, Ky 4204
Bogard Auction Company
"
.•°'•115°."
"
4 '
4.
1
ANTIQUES
Guaranteed
Ho. 45.1.. Pa. sides "
NM Mr
FIrry• Lle 46 Dever 114 616 232 6150
Downtown
vim Iv Mereiry sod Cadlevey
Owliv.4114
616
TN
644
•
7766
"FOR AN AUCTION WITH CLASS"
Cavv•••• 1/01 0•00•140
:•
Court Square
s••••1
• 1.•••
AnnounoInte.t My of sall will Pave procedine• ever pentod vverter
•••••neessessiee••etterselle-Irlrestili
•no.••
.
753-7499
••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••
Auctlemer Ed Seiple
7534161
••••••••
w HEEL Horse lawn
sweepers- light- medium & heavy duty- pull
type. Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Road, 7531319.

JONES Mobile Home
Court is now open 15
homes available, 1610
Miller Ave. 1 block from
University. 753 4358
MOBILE home lots for
rent. Call 753-0611
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray. No pets Call
489 2611

Two
1970 Cutlass

FARM
LUMBER

753-7618

Construction

753-6123

Oriurrs

FARM BUREAU

1985 Florida Citrus Fruit Program Order Form
Phone 753-4703--

I

FOREVER
GREEN
LAWN
SERVICE

Thomas L. Hopkins

announces the relocation of
his office for the practice
of General Dentistry to
115 South 13th Street

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

Murray, Kentucky 42071

Service Co.

rirNcE

.

...• *AUCTION * :..:.
.
.•
ANTIQUE SHOP

Dial-A-Service

-•
.

(Clip

Handy Reference)

1110

••

AUCTION

SO

0No

Taxi Cab Service

*4)

Police

911

Murray-Calloway
well
If It's with
County Hospital
TROUBLES

Aluminum
Service

Co.

753-5131

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

kg,

...,

.:
.

..•
.:

MIKE GOODWIN

1

Carrier

..
...
.

UPS-pa-ckages For
shipment

cougx

SQUARE

'Free

Poison
tolitiol
153.1588

.
Call...
!
_ 753-5227

•••

"16'''LL,Pr

. ••••14

Ala'. 16
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Airplanes may have glass wings

OBITUARIES
Hillman rites held Sunday John J. Wagner, 89, dies today at hospital

I.

The funeral for Mrs. Mrs. Willie Mae LinReva S. Hillman .was ville, Lexington, Mrs.
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Irene Denton, Knoxchapel of Blalock. ville, Tenn.; and Mrs.
Coleman Funeral Sarah Perry. Jacksonville, Fla.;
Home.
Officiating was the Mrs. Ammita Rogers,
Rev. Leon Winchester. Wayne, Mich.; 14 grandMusic was by Debbie childre ; four greatBell, soloist, and Lucy grandchildren.
Ann Forrest. organist.
Pallbearers were
Jimmy Hendrick, Kerry
Hendrick, Bobby
Wilson. Robert McCage
Jr., Co' Todd and All
Ludzinson.
Burial was in Hicks
The funeral for
Cemetery.
Grogan Roberts was
Mrs. Hillman. 67, of
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the
New Concord died
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Thursday at 9:52 a.m. at
Funeral Home.
Lourdes Hospital,
Dr. Greg Earwood
l'aducah.
and Vie Rev. G.T.
She is survived by her
Moody officiated. Music
husband, I.R. (Lee)
was Richard Jones,
Hillman; four sons,
organist, and Gus
‘Vildie G. Hillman. MurRobertson Jr., soloist.
ray, Billy Dale Jackson
Active pallbearers
and Jimmy Jackson.
were Jerry Roberts,
Bradendeft, Fla., and
Hugh Roberts, Gene
Jerry Jackson, LexRoberts, John Blair,
ington; three sisters.
Rodney Cook and Earl
Padgett.
Members of Baraca
Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church,
James C. Williams,
teacher, served as an
honorary group.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Graveside services
Mr. Roberts, 79, of 304
for Charles Miller North Eighth St., MurHughes were today at 10 ray, died Friday at 2:50
at Wadesboro p.m. at Murray a.m
Cemetery at Hardin. Calloway County
John Hicks officiated.
Hospital.
Filbeck and Cann
An automobiie
Funeral Home, Benton, salesman, he was a
was in charge of member of First Baptist
Church.
arrangements.
Survivors are his
Mr.- Hughes, 56, of
Spartanburg, S.C., wife, Mrs. Jo Outland
formerly of Hardin, died Roberts; one daughter,
-gaturday, Ott. 19. at a Mrs. James W.
Girl Scout camp there (Charlotte) Parker. Rt.
where he was employed. 7, Murray; one sister,
Survivors include one Mrs. Juanita Moss,
aunt, Mrs. Louise Utley, Paducah; three
Hardin; two uncles. R. brothers, Frank
Clifton Miller. Mayfield, Roberts. Hollis Roberts
and Houston A. Miller. and Bill Roberts, MurMurray.
ray: one grandson,
David Parker, Murray;
one granddaughter,
Mrs. Beverly P. Noland,
Marietta, Ga.; one
great-grandson, Andrew Daniel Parker.

Roberts'
funeral held
here Sunday

Hughes rites
held today
at cemetery

Mrs. Easley
dies: funeral
held, chapel

John J. Wagner, 89. of
1537 Oxford Dr., Mur-_
ray, died today at 4:20
a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
A retired worker of a
steel mill in Indiana, he
was a member of the

He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. charlotte
Baler Wagner, to whom
he was married on Jan.
3, 1941: one niece, Ms.
Joanne Boardman, and
one nephew, Raymond
Childres, Atlanta, Ga.
The body will be
cremated.
Memorial services
will be held at a later
Final rites for Mrs. Churchill Funeral date. Blalock-Coleman
Cecil June Seyer were Home.
Funeral Home is in
Mrs. Seyer, 73, of Pine c h a r_g e o f
today at 10 a.m. at St.
Lecr's Catholic Church. Bluff Shores, Hamlin, arrangements.
Fr. Jack Coakley of- died Friday at 1:15 a.m.
ficiated. Music was by at Murray-Calloway
Mrs. Clarence Rohyied- County Hospital.
der and Mrs. Donald
She is survived by her
Burke.
NEW YORK (AP) —
Pallbearers were Al husband, Bernard J. Something new in books
Gay, Paul Kurz, Donald Seyer; three daughters, has been introduced by
Burke, Bob Garland, Mrs. Donald W. Rudd, Harry N. Abrams Inc.,
Larry Wheeler and An- Mrs. Billy Holloway and which is publishing a
Mrs. John Saunders; series called "Giftdy Rachoy.
Burial was in Murray seven grandchildren; wraps by Artists," each
Memorial Gardens with three great- containing 16 large
arrangements by Max grandchildren.
sheets of full-color
wrapping paper in
classic patterns by artists, designers and
craftsmen.
Services for Mrs. Min- grandchildren.
Also surviving are
nie Belle Shrader are today at 2 p.m. in the four sisters, Mrs. Roy
chapel of Blalock - (Charlotte) Manley,
Fedend-Stige Market News Service
Coleman Funeral McKenzie, Tenn., Mrs. October 23, 11416
Home. John Dale is of- R.P. (Mary Sue) Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Includes 5 Buying Modem
ficiating. Jerry B011s Taylor, Gleason, Tenn., Report
Receipts: Act. 1016 Est. Ma Barrows
will direct the song ser- Mrs. Tommie Pylant, It OMB .311-.30 higher Sows water WO
Al to 1.411 Maker over MO lbs.
vice with singers from Camden, S.C., and Mrs. lb..
1.1104.1111 higher
Seventh and Poplar Forrest (Imogene) US 1.2 2141140 Lbs.
$44.0044.30
US 1-2 21434110 Lbs.
$43.40-44.00
Church of Christ, where OakleY, Dickson, Tenn.; US
210101
Lbs.
2-3
$43.75-44.26
three brothers, James US 3-4 260-210 Lbs.
she was a member.
$42.73-43.75
Pallbearers are Loren Downey, McKenzie, Sows
$33.61144.30
US 1-2275-51* Lbs.
Watson, Danny Cleaver, B-ernard Downey, US 14 300460 5bs.
834.1141121.411
$34.14-31.30
Gene Jones, Earl Nan- Milan, Tenn., and Ray US 1.3 460301 Lbs.
ny, James Lamb and Downey, Anaheim, US 1.3 Over MG Lbs. $311.5134111.118
Few 311.30
Calif.
US 2.3 303-600 Lbs.
Jack Ward.
I330034.10
Boars 130.06-31.011
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Shrader, 76, of
504 South Seventh St.,
Murray, died Friday at
11:33 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
She was a retired
saleslady for Belk-Settle
Co.
FREE ELECTRONIC
Born Nov. 30, 1908, in
HEARING TEST
Aetna, Tenn., she was
in your home Of our ottice
the daughter of the late
SERVICE ON ALL MACES
J.R. Downey Sr. and
•
-•
Ethel Daniel Downey.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. Max
(Myra Jo) Farley, Murray, and Mrs. O.J.
(June) Jennings,
Shelbyville; five
HEARING
Lutheran Church and of
Avalon-Damacus Lodge
No. 888 Free and Accepted Masons at
Tinsley Park, Ill.
Born Aug. 27, 896,- in
Indiana. he was the son
of the late Chris Wagner
and Caroline Wagner.

Book printed

Mrs. Shrader's rites today

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barrell
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

54/
1
4
18
„
20/
1
4
23%
38/
1
4
111/4
20/
1
2
15/
1
2
13
45/
1
4
PA
40%
115
53%
31

-3.93
unc
WIC

unc
-1
/
2
+1/11
unc
+ 1/s
+/
1
2
+1/2
+1
/
2
1
4
+/
+ Vs
+%
...%
unc

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrico
limart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

25% unc
1
4
'128',4 +/
22% unc
33% -1
/
4
47% -Ye
38/
1
4 unc
501/4 -Vs
10/
1
4 -/
1
4
33/
1
4 unc
39 unc
55% .%
32% -1/4
241% .1/4
15% -/
1
4
7.38

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Hog market

Special:
Hot Hickory Smoked
Ham Sandwich,
French Fries &
Medium Drink

Now-

,

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

Special Good Oct. 25-Nov 1
Chestnut St. Murray

(
.0)
HEARING
AIDS )

Mer

type of ceramic form fibers; they can be
material.
formed at room
Some of the new types temperatures from liof glass that LaCourse is quid solutions; they can
developing are radically be porous. They won't
different from tradi- break even when nails
tional glass. Like are driven into the
polymers, they can finished products.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Mrs. Seyer's funeral today

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

753-0045

Iscep l'hat Great
i.NI
I.M l'Arts

1981 Chevrolet Malibu Classic
Station Wagon

C,*

247-8654
Beikore-

ower windows & locks, cruise. AM/FM
radio, 44,000 miles

AID SERVICE

GRAVEL
The funeral for Mrs
Robbie Easley is today
at two p.m. in LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris,
Term.
Burial will follow in
Point Pleasant
Cemetery.
Mrs. Easley, 91 died
Friday at Henry County
Medical Center, Paris.
Her death followed a
long illness.
She was the widow of
Brooks Easley.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Dalton
Myatt, and one son,
Roland Easley. Paris:
one sister, Mrs. Mabel
Edwards. Hazel; eight
grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.

ALFRED, N.Y. (AP)
— Airplanes of the
future may have glass
wings but will be
perfectly safe, predicts
Bill LaCourse, professor
of ceramics at Alfred
University's College of
Ceramics. Glass is one

KAI( STUMP REMOVAL
We ton
10 24

om,••

up

Ewlew 'he wound

a35 4343 0, 435 4319
We Now Noul Pit Grovel

We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

310 S. 8th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D. Wheeler,
Authorized Beltone
Dealer

WITH 8.8% FINANCING ON THESE 1985 CHEWS!
Savings based on 8.8 annual percentage rate vs. 14.5 over 48 months on a $12,000 note. 8.8 annual percentage rate
with approved credit on all retail deliveries before Nov. 21. Dealer participation may affect cost
war

mORE
FOR

YouR

MONEY
You just won't find a
better value for your insurance premium dollar
than a Homeowners
policy from the State
Auto Companies. As an
independent agency representing Stale Auto,
we offer truly outstanding protection packages
for houses, apartments
and condominium units

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407

Maple St.

Southside of the ci 'MUM.
753 4451

On McNutt
Stet* Auto tromanoo
•
(ierw,r, Cr

S-BLAZERS!

S-10 PICKUPS!

And Get
$300 CASH BACK
On Chevy S-10 Pickups,S-Blazers
& Full-Size Trucks!
Cash-beck awarded by dealer on S-Trucks, Custom Deluxe 8
Scottsdale 'I rucks. Dealer participation may affect cost

PURCHASE
AREA
DEALER

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet, nc.

S. 12th Street
Murray

753-26-1-7 -

